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PREFNZE

Once each year, during the annual meeting of the Ohio Academy cf Science,

geographers are offered an opportunity to share they research findings with

colleagues through the presentation of professional papers. In many instances,

papers presented during the Geography Section of the Academy are first attempts

by graduate and undergraduate students at such an endeavor. Also, faculty

members fronlyarious Ohio universities usually have research results and meth-

odological points of view to present. UnfortynatelyPas is often the case with

such state-level conferences, little has been accomplished in the past in

terms of collectively publishing geographical studies presented to the Academy.

As a result; papers presented are often either published in a wide variety of

aside because of more pressing professional ratters.

The purpose of this volume isp.dlo-offer for the first time a published

collection of research thanes of conCeintO"gebigraphers and students of geo-

graphy from several Ohio universities. Wile this collection of studies is an

out-grtrath of the Geography Section of the Ohio Acadevy of Science meeting held,

at John Carroll University in April, 1973, it cannot be considered a "proceedings"

by current definition. This volume is a representative selection of papers

from the latter conference. In addition, several of the studies contained

herein have been substantially altered from their original form. Still, the

Academy meeting served as a point of departure for the initiation of what

will hopefully become an annual publication of topics of concern toOhio

geographers.

If there is any one connon these mong the eight contributions of this

volume it is that the individual authors express their interpretationsLO-f-hcw

'phenomena which vary over geographic space can be understood and explained.

ThZ specific topics of concern range from methodological essays to the *ntita-

tive analysis of historical geographic information. Mwver, since each contri-
,

bution is proceeded by an abstract, 'Tr, editorial.surnexization is deemed necessary
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within this introdIxtion. Some attempt has been made to arrange the papers

in a logical sequence of related topics, but this sequence is only so meaningful'

as the-papers themselves relate to one another.

All of the mechanical operations of publication preparation were carried out

at the University of Ncron; however, the 1973 GeuvLaphy Section.of the Academy was

organized by Wolf Roder of the University of Cincinnati. Financial assistance for

publication was node possible by Allen G. Noble, Chairman of the Department of

Geography, University of Akron. We are also indebted to Rebecca Eble for manuscript

preparation, Thomas Kane for editorial assistance, Holly Wbroester and Shama Yerkey

for cartography, ax 'Hobert Pye for coordination of printing.

Gerald f. Pyle
Akron, Ohio

, 1973
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AN ATIWIPT AT RUM" IN RFC:IMP:AL (2.TGRAPHY

, Bob J. Walter
: Frank E. Bernard '

Chao University

Abstract: Despite the continued isportance of regional courses ir. oolleoc curric-ula and the far-reaching_ nnovatuminiystematir
geogzaphyy-the-fetTeat-slxi argent-

-zatidnal structure of regional geography has remained obdurately st'ahle. The
persistent demand 65r a regional course on Africa, together with the disturbing
anachronistic curricular materials and our difficulty in finding adequate mater-
ials for our class, stirulated

us to develop a different approach to teaching
African geography. The approach is thematic and is intended to,rodernize Afric-
an regional geography, bring it into phase with the rest of the discipline, and em-
phasize the essential unity of the spatial viewpoint. Four themes are used as
the frammork for providing an integrating overview of the continent and its
problems.

Less than two decades ago, a comprehensive survey of Arerican geography

placed emphasis on ". aqqh6iations of phenomena that give character to partic-
i

tiler places, and . . . the likenesses and differences among places" ( 35;6 1.

This definition of geography, frequently refeired to as areal differelitiation,

has a lenthy and cOntinuous legacy both in north America and Europe 1 27:84-11 1.

The early i+artance of this concept of geography led to an era in which descril?-

tive regional studies were the'epitome of geographic scholarship. Wrigley t 75:

7 -11 1 believes that Vidal de la Blache's work 1 67;68 ) early in the present

century represents the pinnacle of this tradition. For Vidal and others such as

Sauer ( 59 1, Whittlesey4( 74 1, and James ( 35 1, the region was not only the

proper unit of study but also the ultimate goal of geographical research and

writing. Accordingly, the curriculum of many geography departments here and ab-

road thrived on courses based Upon major and minor regionb.

Despite the strength and popularity of the areal differentiation definition

of geography between 1920 and 1960, a nUilber of other traditions generated inter-

est. Pattison ( 49:211 1, Haggett ( 65:9-17 1, and Harvey ( 28:114-16 ] identify

at least four such traditions which sustained
geographic research throughout the

regional era of the Lcipline: landscape, spatial
distribution, ran-land, and

gecretric. By the 1050's geographers were becoming increasingly involved in

research in these other traditions and a few writers.( 39;50:185 j even contested

the ascendency.of areal differentiation.

As a total definition of geography, areal differentiation and the broader
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tradition of search for uniform regions failed in a muter of ways. While not

inclusive, following are some of the more cannon criticisms of the regional ap-

proach:

1) Regional research was not fundamental in the sense that it provided

building blocks for other studies and bridges to other sciences.

2) Regional research often sought tie spatially unique and exceptional

at the expense of the general and universal.

3) .Regions were often conceived as concrete objects rather than as

intellectual devices.

4) Regionalization as an exercise in scientific classification was

often illogical.

5) The ultimate goal of regional geography to comprehencithe integre- s.

if'

tier} of a .great heterogeneity of phenomena in particular places

(27:35 J led to the criticism that his holistic goal is virtually
, -

impossible for a geographer whR is not a genius ( 50:190 J.

6) Related to this holistic conception of the region is the criticism .

leveled initially by Kimble ( 39 1 and extended recently by Wrigley

( 75:7-11 1 that the region as a concept is inadequate to describe

the modern earth.

7) Finally, there is confusion on the question of whether the region as

a concept in Yeography is merely a set of procedural rules for con- 64

ducting research or whether it has explanatory powers ( 28:125 J.

1This barrage of critic 'sm has 16d some obgervers to toll the death bell for

regional geography ( 29:20 J. For example, an assessrent of geography as a

science, conducted in 1965 [ 1 J makes no mention of regions, region building, or

regional analysis as problem areas or clusters of research interest. A survey of

the discipline, published in 1970 and providing ". . . a comprehensive review

and appraisal of. . . rapidly expandin4 fields of knowledge. . ." ( 65:v J does

mention the region as one of six illustrative,studies.

,On the other hand, few, we think, would disagree with Wrigley ( 75:13 J when he

asserts that "ruch geography is still regional, but no longer (is) geography

8
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'aloout the regian.e.,'Thus, while region4Auraphy;no longer comprises the main

dish, lOktill,is ate least a side portion on,the geographer's platter of var.&

'food ( 42:5'28 ). :Far example, recent methodological discussions confirm that

,
.

wine geogriphers still desire to apply regional analysis to the earth's practical

,problems"( 3:14-26; 24:241 -76; rik 23; and 61 )." And still others argue that

regions continue to be irrpOrtant trigemjnighers asfcnventions' ( 42: 526-27 ).

Fe think it is accurate to say that we still do bear many.marks of the regional

era,of thetiscipline and that we arid these useful in our scholarship, teathang,

and everyday lives.
)1.

Our cuM044a are even more reflective et $4e earlier predominance of reg -

'ipral jeogzaphyr. exceptionalist philosophy whadnunderyirded regional study

is stilk anachronistically presentoin man,14eography departments. Theoretical

'and 'scientifically organized systematic geography uxhabits uneasily with regional

4
geography, poSsessingmes ii- -does many of the distinguishing qualities of the era

arad 'differentiation. Texts for teaching_aborit so& of the earth's major regions

lemanst6te remarkably the gap between the modern research frcAtier and the reg-

ional classoom. The gap exists not only in approach but also in organization

and contc.t. Presumably, it extends also to methods of

amples 72, be fof.mdramobg the many texts on major world
.

A
. eltoeption these are, concerned with subdivision Of large

instruction. ,Good ex-
1

regi y. Almost, ;without

areas Into smaller and

smaller areas, fractionalizing the total region, losing sight of its overall

01
spatial character, and product-1,g an Illogical system of classificatien, often an

unique set of regions. The basis of organization is the region and all the

material is molded into this format. )

A survey of forty - three textbooks on major world regions which we recently

0

conducted confirms the viewpoints. These, works are so indicated within the

referencp list of this study. From an examination of these texts, three organi-

zationallrethods are apparent. The most °bilious and widely used one is areal.

Here, a series of region, sub-rsgipns, etc. constitute the format by which

material is arranged ahhresentzd. Over eighty-five percent (thirty - seven) of

textbooks surveyed fal

t

1314 this category. Assignm'ent to discrete categories
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is difficult. There are five (de Blig, 19E4.; Ginsburg, 1958; Hance, 1964;

Prothero, 1969; and West and Augelli, 196E) which seem to overlap into the

other categcrids.

, A segonl method of organization is-a topical apl.roadh to the major region

.0"

under consideration. Of the books surveyed, five [ 33; 45;,....52; 54; 66 1 cari,

'clearly be assigned to this category with the possible addition of two mare.[ 15;

55 1,(Palse included na,ihe first group.

The third apprOach is thematic. Only one book [ 18 1 can clearly be called

thEmatic, althoughrfour others [ 11; 19; 55; 71 ], assigned to the first categorY,

could possibly be included since they have elements of the thematic approach.

'In assessing the arious texts and their' approaches to region4 geography,

thethird method ( 18 ) seems to have oome closest to providing an integrating
. ,

overview of a large area, Still, he has used only one these and thereafter has

retained the areal format at the lower sdhhvisions of discussion. West and

Augelli. (19661 also Appear to have a theme-.-the cultural and historical forces

which have had an impact in Middle Nerica, creating complex patterns of cultUral

diversity. The spatial 4erview of the dynamic impact of'these forces, however, . 4

is diminished beca'use therorganizational format fol. discussion (subregions and

countries) compartmentalizes the material and.makes it difficult to grasp the

broader perspective.

One final criticism can be ldvelOA,at regional geography texts. In most

regional bpokehighly descriptive wilting and encyclopedic scope-continue to sill',

stantiate the dull reputation of geographic writing 1 17 1. More serious is that

such textual materials focus upon unique and exceptional cases, seek uut few

generalizations, and fail/to note tlie connectivity of places and thespatial'

systems present, clearly a 1e4acy of, the areal differentiation era. Allhough they
4

propose to synthesize, their efforts are uften Awittingly spatially disintegra-

tive at a larger scale% In addition to all of the above, the characteristic

which seems most anachronistic (and which Should make cohabitation with modern

yeejraphy illegal) is that they almost never draw upon theoretical and conceptu-

al developments in systematic geography. Aere in any of the regional texts can..

10
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one find reference to perception, spatial diffusion, network analysis; central'

place theory, or recent adyances in the use of historical scIurces and quantita-

tive methods? The answer is virtually nowhere.

Curricular materials and courses in regional and.systematic geography thus

stand in sharp: contrast; a crew-cut, narrowtlapeled, peglegged regional geography"

pretends that his long-haired, doublebreasted, flair-bottcrxd systematic cousin

does not exist. It is littlevwonder ,that, when seeing'this anachronistic ..reg-: 4

Tonal figure and hie rod counterpart in the same departmaxt, scone of our students

leave the field displayihg latent schizoid symptoms.

Is there a need to resolve this apparent dichotomy, to give sastanee to

what leading thinkers argue is unity? For roily reasons, if this has not al-

ready become apparent, we believe that there is indeed a clear call to modernve

regional geography, to Laing it into phase With the remainder of the field, and

to emphasize the essential unity of the spatial viewpoint ( 2:4; 20:105 I., And

if we have correctly interpretedthe:forces impinging on teach in college ,eogra-"

phy today, it seems reasonable to conclude that, whrther we are ready ttialtrit

it or note regional geography continues LID have a role in the curriculum and In

research as well. The gliestion is: Mow can the great gap that seers to separate

regional and systematiC geography be bridged?

In pondering tklis tiuestion, Berry's I 2 I atterpt to derensthate the inter-

dependency of systematic and regional geography by using a geographic matrix is

helpful. He states that the -key to attaining this unitary view in which .ystc,-

matic and regional geography become parts of the same whole is'the identification

of a memo them or themes throughdut an entire set of systematic or topical

variables recorded for the places in the region. Such identification leads to

an understanding of the, character of the region under study .end helps to Atang-
uish it from other earth areas. Harvey ( 28:116 I agrees: "A 'theme' acts as a

directiv4 by indicating the sort of facts the geographer ought to collect and by

.suggesting the mode of organization of these fIcts." we contend therefore that

the methDd of :zinging new vigor and life to regional geography so t,hat it re-
..

fleets the research frontiers of the discipline is to isolate a number of
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themesthemes which express not only the eharacter and interrelated parts of-the

particular regional (sub)system under stiON at a given scale but also reflect the

conceptual structure of Geography. If thanes can be chasm which can (-rive rise

to theories, regional geography will at last be striving for the gener$ rather

than the unique ( 29:116 I. The exceptionalist legacy of areal differentiation

will no longer be the foundation for regional teaching.

In view of the success cl a thematic apiroach to systematic curricular

materials such as that of Kaspersvn and Mtnghi (38 IWriting in Fclitical geo-

graphy, it is s piising that few thematic attempts have been made in regional

geography. This vacuum, which to us seared triking, stimulated our thinking

aboutq thematic approach teAlrica. truuld a thematic approach.caltunicate the

special arSdiance of Afrrua'as, well as inoarporate modern perspect s,,in the

disciplineuld it he Ilissible-to bftnu some order to the hitlerto chaotically

described spatial systems of Africa and to incorporate stone of the revolutionary
; v

toomit develypmentrin geography? We concluded that given the dismal statV of

African c-urricular materials it .vould be worth conceiving a thematic aFproach for

Afiica. The project below hid its origins in these questions.

From anothr survey, this time of periodic literature of Afxrica and geoZ'

4raphy,ek selected five themes (see Apperitii.x(or an outline). 'these themes are

intended to provide a continental slew of signifiGant spatial processes and

patterns. AikIitiGnally, they furnish a goagrainic itailpective to research topics .

yin the other social sciences. Following is a brief deScriptijon of this thematic

structure.

Theme I is called "The Environlent: Afre.an Views and Adaptations." Although

it
,

concerns the enviranent,,it *ins with the assumption that an "objectively"

described environment is often irrelevant to African human gecyaphy. Arguments

that descriptionsAlhys.ipal landscapes "vide a setting or stage for the un-

folding of human spatial.pattenns,areantemaible. Such settings are usually rot

an'objective base upon which human behavior unfolds, but rather are t1 Ives

interpretationsseen thruogh`the eyes,uf western.ubservers. The environment is

therefore considered a milieu not only surrounding and underpinning African
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cultures but also interacting with them.

It is interpreted not from the view-.

point of outsiders, but is explored through the eyes of local cultures since

African views of and adaptations to the eirrironment are a result'of cultural

conditioning. It is put in a mode that is meaningful to Ihe man who interacts

with it. Fran_the conceptual frames of environmental.perception, spatial organ.

iiation,.and cultural ecology, African interpretation andadjustments in various

pads of the continent are examined:
,A -

Oaltural origins and dispersals are the focus for Than II, entitled "Cult---

ural Genesis and Process,"- The basic premise of this theme is that a great

thread of continuity may be found -in African, cultural evolution. This is of

interest in itself, but it is also gedgraphically
relevant because tracing this

thread sheds light at the processes of modern cultural,cSange,
human occupancy,

and spatial arrangerents in Africa. The thread results in an intricately woven

web of spatial and temporal interaction.
Diffusion theory, which is examined

.methodologically as a dynamic process` with particular reference to Africa,
-

provides the fram6mork for this discission.
.

There IIII-entitled "Population Movement and Change," is concerned with

`population mobility and derographicchange. The movementofyrican peoples,'

both now and in the past, is viewed as a ubiquitous process and Significat.

integrating factor in African human geography. While most geographic textbooks

f '1 to give this theme adequate coverage, studiesmade in disciplinei su65"as

history 58;47 1 andleconcmics 1 32; 72 1, recognize population migration as a

critical factor in the exchange of ideas and in Affica's development, Modern

moklements, especially those semi-permanent, interregicnil moves betweerrmral

areas and:developed regions, are the most recent.pulsations of population mobil- .

The fourth thee, entitled "espbnse to Modernization," discuSse; the trans'-

tim from traditional life tcmodernity, occurring in varying degrees in every

corner of the African continent. The processes adch,have been most significant

are econcsic change, urbanization, and politIal modernization. From the build-
,

ing block-of agricultural change, the concern is on the modernization process of

13
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the rural sector. Set within the rural matrix are urban nodes possessing rural

links in varying degmtbes and growing differentially, internally and externally.

Modulating the'wbole process of change are the political systems of the individual

countries, each striving toward a ccnrvn goal of nation-state and attempting to

overcome' critical problems.

. The fifth theme, called "Man's Impact on Africa," attempts to assess the

imprint of man on'the continent and provide an overview of the fumlamental spatial

changes occuring, with a look to future directions. Drawing conclusions from

the first four themes, a contemporary baseline is developed as a measuring point

for evaluating future spatial trends.

These five themes are the framework for our attempt at curriculum re-

evaluation, improvement, and innovation in a field which we feel has been long

bound by the shackles of traditional methodology. If regionai courses are to be

taught in geography departments and make positive contributions to geography's

development, they must change. The thematic structure is one form such change

might take. we believe it brings'to the regional claSsroom a new sense of rele-

vancy and enables students to envision the geogiaphy of Africa as something

more than 6 encyclopedic collection of facts, dutifully and dully repeated for

every major region. Theses provide an integrating overview of the continent and

its problems. They also offer a set of specific concepts and models which can

be applied in small areas and in case.etudies. They furnish cross-disciplinary

links to othp social sciences. Finally, and perhaps most Importantly, they give

students challenging generalizations set in an interpretative framework--generali-
..

zaticnOwhich apply. in Lusaka, Abidjan, Dar es Salaam, or Rabat.

14
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APPENDIX

Africa: A Thematic Geography

Themes and Sub-themes

'I. African Views and Adaptations to Their Environment
A. Envircyrnaltal Perception

1. The Perceptual Approach
' 2. African Perceptions

B. Spatial and Territorial Organizatidn'
1. General Systems
2. Land Tenure Systems
3. Other Forms 't

C. Traditional SysteminiECologic Perspectives
1. Cultural Ecology
2. Sedentary *stems
3. Pastoral Systems
4. Role of Disease

II. Cultural Genesis and Process: Diffusion of Ideas and Ways'
A. Hunan Origins and Cultural Beginnings: The Spread of

Prehistoric Man and His Culture
1. Envirovental Interrelationships of Evolving Man
2. Cattle Neinadism: An Exanple of Cultural Origins
3.- Impact of Food Production on Man-Land Relations

B. Diffusion: The Process of Spread and Dispersal
1. Invention vs. Dispersal
2. Diffusion: The Spatial Process
3. Dispersal Mechanisms
4. -Scale Networks

Diffusion of Culture Traits
1. Agriculture
2. Lansuage Groups

3. Organized Societies
4. Markets
5. Islam

1 5-
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III. Population Movement and Change
A. -Population movements in Historical Perspective

1. Slave Trade
2. Others

B. modern Population Movements
1. Permanent
2. Temporary
3. Periodic

C. Problems of POEulatiOn Growth
1. Distribution and Density
2. Demographic Change
3. Implications of Growth

IV. Response to Modernization
A. Economic

- 1. , Agricultural Change
2. Market Systems
3. Infrastructure-Circulation-SyStems .

4. Industrialization and Resource Development
5. Regional Development

B. Urbanization
1. Growth
2. Central Place Systems and Rural Linkages ,

Central Places and Internal Spatial Change\
4. City as a '.lode of Modernization

C. Political
1. ConterporaryTerritOrial Trends
2. Problems of Territorial Cohesion

V. Man's Irlaact on Africa

I!

16
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A CLIMATIC MODEL OF THE
EVERGLADES DROUGHT

Linda Frosch
University of Cincinnati

The Florida Everglades function as a natural water reservoir.for the popula-
tion of south Florida. A watershed carprising three Conservation Areas and
the Everglades National Park collect surplus moisture for use by urban, indus-trial, and agricultural activities whose water demands have increased signifi-
cantly in recent Wars. The moisture required to maintain the unique character
of the.EvergladesInvircnrent is a competing demand for water which is derived
fran the natural endowrgant of moisture for this area. The Everglades experienced
droughts and damaging fires in 1965 and 1971, but there is sane ouestion con-
cerning whether these droughts were natural or were the result of water being
allocate4 to human uses at the expense of the Everglades ecosystem. The nature
of the climatic drought during these two years can be assessed by exmnining the
fluxes of enertht and Moisture which define the environmental demand for water.

water balance techniques were employed to model the nature of the energy
and moisture exchanges axurring in Conservation Area I fran 19,63 to 1971. The
annual precipitation regime, the annual moisture index, and the annual AE/PE
ratio were graphically analyzed to assess drought severity in 1965 and 1971.
The analysis revealed that the climatic drought of 1965. was more severe even
though the 1971 drought was perceived as being the worst drought on record.
The l971" drought was more severe than the drought indicated by the climatic
model, and this suggests that the drought may have been influenced by the trans-
fer of water for man's activities which reduced the proportion of the common
water supply available to the Everglades. This evidence indicates that water
management schemes in southern Florida must consider the potential Impact of
water allocation decisions on the Everglades if this area is to be preserved.

The relatively flat and low-lying peninsula of southeastern Florida, under-.

lain by porous limestone and capped with a layer.of peat, serves as a natural

reservoir for surface water. The Everglades have developed as a product of this

environment. However, recent urban, industrial, and agricultural demands for

water are conveting with the Everglades for the natural endowment of moisture.

Management of this resource must consider alternative schemes for allocating__

water among the competing demands. This cannot be accomplished without under-

standing-the importance of water in maintaining the talanat,of the Everglades

ecosystem:"

The topography of the Everglades is characterized by a slope of only one-

tenth of a foot per mile, and consequently lea difficult watershed to manage.

The Everglades consist of 4,000 square-miles of marshes and prairies which are

seasonally inundated. Alternating dry and we conditions are responsible for

the formation o saw-grass marshes so irliJitantin the life cydle of the

Everglades. During the dry season, the Everglades are often swept by saw-grass
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fires that may even consume the peat soil which lies above the porous rock cap.

Since 1940, southern Florida has experienced extremely rapid growth in ,

urbanization and industrialization. As urban areas expanded to the west along

drainageways on lands formerly used for agriculture, they displaced agricultural

lands farther inland to the eastern edge of the Everglades [5;15]. In 1965, at

the time of one of the worst,droughts, agricultural users consumed about six

times more water than the other users. Irrigation use for agriculture is pro-

jcicted to increase nearly two-and-a-half times by the year 2000. In addition,

increased population growth and tourism place a greater stress on the water

supply. By the year 2000, the fresh water demands of Dade, Broward, and Palm

Beach counties are also expected to increase one and three-quarters times the

amount consumed in 1965.

Furthermore these demands are seasonal, and during the dry season, most of

this additional water consumption occurs [5;21]. Southern Florida's natural

reservoir is dependant upon precipitation as the only means of water recharge.

The rainy season, extending from June to October, contributes about 70 per cent

or 41 inches of the 59 inch annual total. It is during the wet season that the

areas of Standing water are replenished. The remaining 18 inches are distrp-

uted throughout the other seven months as illustrated by Fig. 1 (2;3].

The iota-pose of this paper is to identify the extent to which climate may

be considered respOnsible for the 1971 drought. Through the employment of water

balance analysis, the Climatic environment of the Everglades is assessed in an

effort to determine its role in,the.perceiveddrought condition.

STORY AREA

The Everglades are dividqp into four entities as,shown by Fig. 2. These

subdivistons are the Everglades National Park and three Water Conservation Areas.

Forty-nine percent of the Everglades marsh lies within the three conservation

areas. Within the Everglades National Park there are approximately 200 spare-,

miles of the total 2,300 square miles of the,Everglades (3;2).

The purpose of the conservation areas in the Everglades is to store excess

water, reduce flooding during wet periods, and release water during dry periods

2Z
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,to minimize the.effects of drought. Thus, runoff is delayed, and floods are

reeked in Ehe urban areas by impounding the excess water in the conservation

areas. The stored water is later available eith6tas direct releases through

canals or as seepage from conservation areas during the dry season.
0

In order to study the problem on a smaller scale and to examine the condition :-

more precisely, analysis was limited to Conservation Area I of the Everglades.

Fig. 2 shows the location of Con se ation Area I with respect to the other'div-

isions of the Everglades.

bate for water budgets were obtained from records of two weather stations

`located in the vicinity of Conservation Area I. Belle Glade Experimental Station

is located northwest of the conservation area, and Loxahatchee is located to the

northeast. Due to the absence of a weather station within the conservation area,

averages or temperature and percietation values of the two stations core used

to obtain annual water budgets for the area.

MEEBOIXECGY

Thornthmoite's water balance techniques- were employekto examine the Loinoi-

dence of energy and moisture. The water budget is a balance between the inputs

of water from precipitation and the outflow of water by evapotranspiration. Temp-

erature is directly related to energy demands as, defined by the PE values, while

the values of AE indicate the arount of moisture consumed by evapotranspiration.

A four inch soil moisture Capacity was used in calculation of tii water budgets.

Analysis of the data is shown graphically using precipitation data, the

moisture index, and the AE/PE ration. The precipitation graph, Fig..3, reveals

the-amount of moisture available. This is the moisture endowment which must be

shared between the Everglades and human activities. The annual variation in

moisture supply is revealed by the graph.

The moisture index values, as shown within Fig. 4, indicate on a broader

scale, the classification of climate based on climatic criteria alone. In essence,

the mdistUr'e index separates a region into either a moist or dry climate indl -

dant of vegetation soil,'or water resource characteristics [1:310).
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Fig . 3
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The values given to the AE/PE ratio (rig.'5)more specifically with

the significant variations involving temperature and precipitation. Pg

be satisfied unless the necessary moisture is available.. Using PE as the

nominator of the ratio, it is only when AE equals PE' that a value of unity

obtained. A value less than unity indicates a defecit in moisture. Through

the employment of this ratio, the nine years, between 1963 and are comt-

pared with reference to fulfilling the anntial moisture demands when considera-

tion of capillary storage is included.

. ANALYSIS OF DATA
. ,

The specific years involved-in this study are the years prior to the 1965

and 1971 droughts. Antecedent conditions are important in determining the

severity of drought, and water budgets were theritforecarputed for the nine

years between 1963 and 1971.

Thegraptis allshow a similar trend in the nature of their values. The

points of refekezx:e used in explaining the graphs are the highest value, the

lowest value, and the average of these two,based on data obtained for the nine

years.
. I

The graphs of all'three parameters for 1963, 1964, and 1965, have a value

lower than the average. Although the AE/PE graph of 1964 is above the average,

this can be explained by,a closer analysis of the water budget for that year-.

The precipitation values show there were only five mcnths out of the regular

seven months when moisture could not fulfillthe demands of PE. But, the

latter four months of 1964, wigethe exception of October, Show that there was

a general eficoiency in precipitation. Leading into 1965, wits the exception .

.of February, there Was,a five month period of moisture deficlency. This

explains the cumulative effect of moisture dedciency which culnAnated in the

1965 drought. Although the yearly precipitation value for 1965 kos higher-than

either 1963 or 1964, it As evident from the analysis of the water budget for .

that year that 48.3 inches of the total 56.8 occurred after June with only
.

-
8.5 inches distributed from January to May.

yy

In summary, the 1965 drought was baug04 by a lack of moisture to fulfill
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the dernands placed on it as based on prior conditions to that drought year.

For the recorded drought of 1971 the preceding years Show evidence that

the drought occurred for the same reason as in 1965, but the beverity of the

drought is questionable. Analysis of the annual precipitation valUes for the

years of 1966 through 1971, reveals that the average for the -dix years was 62.1

which ii 1.1 above the average vane obtained over a 25 year period fran 1940 to

1965. But in following this same procedure for 1963 through 1965, the average

precipitation Value wal52.3, which is much lower than any of the average over-

all precipitation values, and also lower than the average values for the years of

1966 through 1971.

, The curcarisod of the AE/PE,ratios for the years prior to 1965 aivi 1971

reveal lower values for 1963, 1964, and 1965 than those of 1966 through 1971.

The yearly water budgets for 1966 through 1971 also Show that 1971 did not

experience a greater moisture defecit than 1965. For example, there were only

six tine months fran November of 1970 toiApril of 1971 when moisture did

not fu0-ill the PE 6e0ands. In fact, the moisture indices of the years 1966

through 1971 had generally higher annual values during preceding years than

did 1965. Therefore, based on the assessment of the climatic conditions, the

1971 drought should not have been more severe than the 1965 drought. The fact

remains, however, that fires raged for over four months and destroyed over half

a million acres in the drought of 1971. Furthermore, authorities of the Florida

Flood Control District considered 1971 to be, the worst drought year on record

JY?).
CCNCLUSIGN

Analysis of the water budgets suggests that the severity of the 1971 drought

was not due to climatic factors. Attention must then be focused on other varia-

.

,

bre* wh4b ray have oontributed,significantly to magnify, drought conditAns.

The combination of increaded urbanization, industrialization, and peculation
6

May provide a possible explanation. increasing allocations of water to these

activities hai;,deofeased natural runoff and has thus diminished the supply of

surface roisture to the Everglades. Further reductions in runoff to the Ever-

,3 0
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glades may produce recurrences of drought simile; to 1971 which are not the

direct product of climate. Clearly, more adequate controls are necessary to

the preservat4, of the Everglades ecosystem.
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A CASE saw OF JJOE 11. tun Mow
MALL PFECiprnmag IN NDICIT.RN CVIO:

N:7VMPER 22,- 1971

Etank P. Martin
UAiversity of Akron

Abstract:- This paper describes and analyzes the pattern of snowfall that oc-
curred during an early winter snow squall in Northeastern Ohio. Snow accuna-
lation from this snow squall varied from a trace to more than twenty-five in4s
in Summit and Portige Counties. A chronology of the development and subsequent
sovesent of the snow squall is presented,, adzag with the configuration of mod-
erate and heavy snow avindicated on the PPI scope of the Deoca.41 weather
radar operated by the Rational Weather Service Office at the Akron- Canton Reg-
ional AdikorL. Also included is a brief description of the meteorological

.

conditions favorable for the development of snow squalls and the effect topo-
graphy has on these snow squalls and their intensity.

It is well known to meteorologists that frequent and persistent snow sho- -

wers and snow squalls occur to the lee side of all five Great Lakes from late

autumn until late spring. These lake effect Srlat showers or snow squalls can,

under the correct meteorological oonditions,'deFosit as such as two to three

feet of snow on the inland areas in a single meteorological occurrence. The

heaviest of these snow squalls occur most frequently to the lee side of Lakes

Erie and Ontario. The squalls are usually associated with outbreaks of cold,

dry arctic air masses which move southward out of their northern Canadian source

region and turn easterly as they move over the northern Great Plains states.

SUch a condition normally leads'to a large air mass-water temperature differen-

tial, especially in the late authWit, early winter and in the spring. This air

mass - water temperature differential, combined with a long over water fetch is

capable of producing locally heavy MOW squalls to the lee side of Lakes Erre

and Ontario as indicated by both Sheridan (7:393-395) and Wiggin (8:123-1261.

The most intense of these lake effect snow squalls usually occur when a

secondary surface trough forms to the west and moves through the Great Lakes

area and combines with the lake induced vertical fluxes oflocrentum, heat, and

water vapor to produce heavy snowfall amounts (51191-192).4

Several climatological studies of total Snowfall from individual storms

as well as analysis of the total seasonal snowfall have revealed "peak areas"

of snowfall for both Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. On a seasonal basis, Lake

Erie's "peak area" averages one hundred aid, sixty inches, and Lake Ontario's
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is one hundred and ninety inches (Fig. 1). Most of this snowfall is the result

of snow squalls (6;2-3))

In this paper, an el.:in:tale of the variation in snowfall ccumulation and

intensity fray Such a lake effect snow squall situation for a six hour period

in northeastern Ohio is reviewed and a presentation of the formation and sub-

sequent movement of the snow squalls, as indicated by the three centumter Deoca

41 weather radar located at the Akron-Canton Airport %bather Service Office,

is also included. The date of occurrence was Noverdoer 22, 1971:

CAUSES OF LAIS'EFfECT M1OW SQUALLS

It is generally agreed by meteorologists that the large scale synoptic

situation which can result in the development of,lake effect snow squalls is:

(1) an upper air trough over the eastern United States which frequently becomes

either stationary or brodeneL;the west; (2) a strong flow of cold, dry arctic

,air across the lake following a low pressure center that has moved into eastern

Canada; and (3) a southward extension of the primary low in the form of a

trough over the GreatLakes (2:3). The Jake effect snow squalls, when they

form, either have a linear characteristic or are elongated areas, oriented

either parallel to the prevailing wind direction or parallel to a shoreline

(3:7-8]. Overlake sucw squalls usually form away from the shoreline when the

upper level winds are approximately parallel along the major axis of the lake.

These overlake squalls usually first form as a single narrow line, and at

times, stream inland along the axis of the prevailing winds. The squalls are

normally two to twenty miles wide and fifty to one hundred miles long (3:8).

Conversely, the shoreline type of squall generally forms with a more north-

wetter-11y wind flow and a Shorter overwater fetch than is the case for the

overlake type of squall (2:31. Precipitation accompanying the shoreline type

of squall generally begins along the lee shore and may rove inland as several

short lines, or as a single line, from one to five miles wide and twenty five

to fifty miles long. However, the overlake type of squall may change,to the

Shoreline type in response to changes in the upper level wind direction (2:21.
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LAKE ERIC'S SNM3ELT

The snowbelt associated with Lake Erie extends fran the northern part of

Summit County, Ohp northeastward through the zemiinder of the state and across

northwestern Pennsylvania into the area just south of Buffalo, New York. The

lake effect snowfall in this area is strengthened by the orientation of the Lake

along an east-west axis. The prevailing winds which blow over the Lake in turn

cause water vapor to accumulate from the open water. Nearly saturated air of

the lower layer of the air mass is further forced up the escarpment of the

Appala.chain Plateau. This forced ascent causes an acceleration of the adiabatic

cooling, condensation and precipitation processes, thus resulting in heavy snow-

fall close to the lakeshore as well as inland. Studies of this type of oro-

graphic lifting Indicate that fran five to eight inches of snowfall can be added

to a mean annual total, on the average, per each one hundred foot increase in

elevation (1:91.

THE SNOW SQUALLS OF NOVEMBER 22, 1971

On November 22, 1971 the "0700E" surface analysis map showed a high pressure

ridge (1030m.b.) centered over Lake Head, in western Ontario (Fig. 2) The clock-

wise circulation of air aroual this 'high. pressure center cxxnbined with the counter-

clockwise circulation of air around a very deep low pressure center (982 m.b.)

located in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. This

circulation ccutaned to produce a crolarate:flow of air over northeastern Ohio.

Shortly after rudnight (0015E) on November 22, very light snow showers were

observed at the National Weather Service Office. The very light snow showers

changed to light snow showers at 0128E and continued. until 1138E of the same

morning. Total snowfall at the National Weather Service Office by 0645F measured

only one half inch. By 0630E, snowfall reports were received at the Feather

Service Office Indicating accumulation had exceeded four inches in the area to

the north and east north-east of the airport. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, which is a

oontigious suburb to the northeast of Akron (Fig. 3) reported six to seven inches

of snoW on the ground, while the torthern part of the city cf Akron reported

from to inch-and-a-half to a hlf-inch. Stow, Ohio, located only a few miles to
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Fig. 3 - MAP OF GREATER AKRON 1
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the northeast of Cuyahoga Falls (Fig. 3) reported ten to eleven inches on the

ground. Kent, Ohio, just to the east of Stow, had accurulated eleven inches by

0630E. The Lake Rockwell pumping station on the northeast side of Kent, reported

an accumulation of twelve inches at the same time (Lake Rockwell during the

remainder of the day ,picked up another thirteen inches and reporting twenty five

inches on the ground by late evening). Heavy snowfall varying froa eight to

fifteen inches was reported in the long, narrow line of squalls that extended

fran southern Lake Erie through Rock Creek, Ohio into Slippery Roc), Penna. (Fig.

4) Reports from the Weather Service Offices located in Cleveland and YoungStwn,

Ohio indicated one half inch snowfall at both stations at 0700E. The hydrologist

from the Weather Service Office at the Akron - Canton Airport, throughconveisation

with road crews and residents, determined that an excess of sixteen inches of

snow was on the ground at 0700E at the intersection of State Route 43 and Inter-

state 80-S a few miles east)of the city Of Kent, Ohio.

FORMATION AND movErum OF THE SNOW SQUALLS

The two areas of snow squalls were first observed by the weather radar at

the National Weather Service Office at 2330E November 21, 1971. At that time,

the snow squalls were located off the south shore of Lake Eiie east of Cleveland,

Ohio and off shore in the Painesville, Ohio area. They extended approximately

thirty miles northwestward into the Lake (see Fig. 5). The two lines of snow°

squalls began moving inland shortly before midnight. By 0100E they had moved

Into the area outlined in Fig. 5. Once the snow squalls had reached the out-

lined area, they became stationary and remained so until 0630E. The two areas

intensified as they became stationary, but they changed very little in config-

uration throughout the period.' The location of the snow squalls resulted in an

extreme snowfall differential observed in the, affected area. The outlined snow

squall areas represented in Fig. 5 are those of moderate to strong echo return

as determined by radar, and verified by measured accumulations. As can be

seen in Fig. 6, the areas which received five inches or more correspond well

with the areas of moderate or strong echo return on the PPI scope of the Decca

41 Weather Radar at the Weather Service Office.
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Fig. 4 - LINEAR SNOW SQUALLS AS DISPLAYED

IN THE SCOPE OF THE DECCA 41.3CM. RADAR.
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Fig. 5 - LINEAR SNOW SCHJALLS AS DISPLAYED ON THE PPI SCOPE 'THE
.4.7"

DECCA 41.RADAR AT MIDNIGJ NOVEMBER 22., 1971 (BEFORE THEY MOVED INLAND)
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.4
It is evident from the preceeding description that thetype of snow squalls

that covered the-Pti:dy nrea-wPro the crerielat-tylie in origin. Supporting north-
1

-4

westerly winds were only mgeerately strong, but they were intense enough to

push the SWW inland. wields not strong enough tozovercare the

frictional drag the physiography produces, and this condition resulted in a

stationary squall fo an exiendedperiod.of time causing in the great varia-

tion of snnd observed in the Akron area. This typ e of snow squalL situation
.

is riot unseal in sane parts of northeastern Ohio, namely, from the eastern

suburbs of Cleveland eastward and northeastward into Pennsylvania. Eowever,

snow squalls of this intensity do not normally extend so far to the south nor

are, they so strong as they were on N.:RAW 22, 1971.
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ThSOIATION CLDINTE AND URBAN TOPOGRAPHY

M. L. Shelton
University of Cincinnati

Abstract: Energy exchange processes of urban environments are significantly
influenced by the physical structures comprising our cities. Modification of
natural energy fluids creates a true urban climate which is a function of the
presence of the city. ;hale considerable progress has been achieved toward
understanding the macro-scale energy system of urban environments, many questions
concerning miorb-scale energy fluxes in cities remain unanswered. The quin-
tessential energy input of climate is solar radiation and knowledge of the
quantitative and di tributional characteristics of insulation is essential for
understanding the system of the city. ,

ktasurements of obal radiation near a west facing vertical well were
employed to examine solation receipts are modified by urban structures.
The data revealed a d t relationship between insolation and increasing
vertical height and increasid4 perpendicular distance from the base of the
wall. Post - zenith global radiation was most intense at the wall, which rec-
eived 91 percent of its total insolation after 1200 hours, but the influence of
the wall disappeared within six feet ofthe wall. The intensity of the post-
zenith insulation did not compensate for earlier shading, however, for a point

' fifteen feetirom the wall received more in6Olatipin than any measurqd point on-
the wall. The wall it ground level received only 45 percent of the expected
insolation for a eeeptrable horizontal surface, and a point sir feet high and

.firteen,feet'from the well received only 78 percent of the expected anew1!t.
These d'ata suggest that steep gradients in horizontal and perpendicular macro,
insolation climates of cities may be confined to the immediate vicinity of
urban structures.

Urban laridscapes are a composite of insolation%limqes. "Latitude,tilt

ofthe earth, and the slope and aspect of the surface exert the major gecret-

rival controls over the amount of insolation received hy,a particular site"

(8:14). The inflGence of these controls is complicated by the buildings and

multiple - level surfaces of urban arenas which present a complex, throe-dimensional,

geometry fo incoming solar radiation. Pnexgy exchange processes of urban env-
.

ironments conseqUently are more complex than energy exchanges characteristic:of

'surface configurations in the natural landscape.
, t

The magnitude of potential surface expoSures associated with urban topo-

graphy contrasts markedly with conditions found in the natural landscape. urban

landscapes are Lt.r.posed of structures with a variety of shapes and orientations.

The well and roofs of buildims function, as a maze of reflectors which absorb

sane of the insolation they receive and direct such of the remailnder to ether

'absorbing surfaces (7:15). Almost the entire surface of a city is available

for receiving insolatidn,.and this is a significant factor when considering

,energy fluxes associated with structural features of urban topography.
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. The conversion of the natural landscape to the artificial city-scape creates

modifications in energy and moisture fluxes an'. produet a tcue urban climate

which is a bINctionof the presence of the city. Considerable effort in urban

-- climatology has been devoted to defining the nature of changes produced by

urbanizatiot, and examination of differences between u&'r, areas and aural areas
,

_has been the principal focus of these endeavors. Marr..;studies have relied on

traditional parameters, such as air temperatorg,precipitation, and humidity.

. and are illustrated by the work. of Landsberg, Geiger, and PeteXson [5;4;8].

Recent studies by Bach and Patterson and by Terjuk [1;11]1havv demonstrated

40 sS4'

a concern for the energy balance of'urban areas. Such studies reflect an in-
.

creasing awareness of the necessity to undeistand the input/storage/output

components of the urban energy system and its influence on energy fluxes at the

.earth-atmosphere interface. Solar radiation is the quintessential energy input,

and'knowledge of the quantitative andldistributional characteristics of insolation

is necessary for eluciadation of. the energy system of the city. MeasuremeAts of

globbl radiation on and dear a west facing wall were employed in the, present

study to`.examdnethe pattern of insolation inputs associated with a common

feature of urban topography. i .

GLOBAL RADIATI(X
'

The components of global radiationlpeived at the earth's surface are

direct solar radiation and diffusg sky radiation; their summation is known as

global radiation. The percentage of each component in the total radiation

received by an area varieg primarily with astroncisicA, geographical, and meteo-

rological variables and with varying atmospheric contamination [3]. The incident

angle at which this radiation reaches the, surface of the-earth is governedby;

geographic latitude, solar declination or time of the year, altitude of the)

sun or time of Jay, angle of the slope, and surface orientation of the slope.

A horizontal surface has been taken as the reference plane for the descrip-

tion of Insolation in general, and it is therefore asimple geometrical problem

to translate from the hcrizontal reference to a sloping surface. The amount of

direct solar radiaticn,reccived on a slope is equal to. the product of the

4
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radiation received on a horizontal surface and the cosine of the angle betwee n

the solar beam and a line perpendicular to the sloping surface [101.

Determination of the diffuse sky radiation_ reaching a sloping surface is

extimmely xmplicated an d is dependent.40n cloudiness, atmospheric turbidity

and the albedo of the surface material. On a horizontal surface, diffuse

radiation for an average clear,gky is about sixteen per cent of the total rad-

iation when the sun is high in the sky; and about thirty-seven per cent of the

total when the solar elevation is about ten decrees (2).

Calculation of insolation on urban structures is calplicated by the slope

and orientation of building surfaces. Both direct and diffuseGinsolation

receipts are influenced by the ninety degree 'slope of walls, the multiLde of

surface orientation$, andthe varying height of l3Uildings. .:tasurem9rits of

'insulation are needed to assess the full impaet of these variables on",iasotation.

Global' radiation stay' be measured by us& of a pyranometer wh.ich senses ,

solar radiation received frcm.the whole hemisphere on a hoizontally LxposIlr
e

surface. The measurement of giobal radiatia reguire4 only a horizontal7s.urfaoe

receivtl:ser;sitive to,shortZwave radiation. and a suitable registering apparatus,"

.,except wWii the radiation carponents are to be measured independently.
. . . .,

.

.
' sivrri-ksutiks . .,

.
. .

Thevdst facing wall. of a solitary concrete Wilding in Carbondale, T11-
.

log's, was selected.as. the'site for measuring the insolation mierbelimate of ,
.:

on LirbanItructure. The wall was.fifteen feet high, centained no windows,, and
4

had no noteworthy surface irregularities. A.center section thp wall approx-

irmately eight.feet wide was unobstructed to the west, and it was nct'affectld by

shading after the suu passed the zenith. The terrain immediately, to thU west of

the wall was a relatively level grass surface clipped fp lawn height.
.

Wasurerents of global radiation were taken on May.25, 1969, at thirty

minute intervals between 0545 and 1945 hours Central Staiihard'iiine. A 011111h1=-

Sauberer :star pyranameter" was employed to detect the intensity of insulation..

This instrument is a,thirty-two junction theraopile device, employing eight white.

and eiuht black copper plates alternately counted in the form of a star.

,
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Radiation intensity is measured by the electromotive force difference between

the warming of the black or radiant heat plates and the white or ambient terp-

erature plates as indicated by a potentiometer.

Measurements with the star pyranometer were made at the wall and at points

perpendicular to the wall every three feet to a distance of fifteen feet from the

wall. The perpendicular measurements were Made at ground level, at a height of

three feet,' and at a height of six feet. Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of

these data for the measurements made at the three foot level.

Irregularities in the curve§ are due largely to cloud affects at the time of

the reading. The sky was generally clear on this date, but occasional clouds in-

fluenced some readings. During the early morning, an overcast or haze condition

prevailed but it dissipated between 0815 and 0845 hours.

The wall shaded the study area during the morning and the influence of the

obstruction is clearly revealed by the graphs. At any particular tinge before

noon, global radiation increased with increasing distance from the wall and also

increased, for a specific perpendicular distance, as vertical height increased.

Thd changing role of diffuse radiation as a component of global radiation

can be observed, especially for those locations near the wall, prior to 0845

hoZirs. While the haze condition prevailed, much solar radiation was scattered

and consequently more of the insolation was represented by diffuse radiation

which arrived equally from all directions, was less influenced by obstructions,

and reached all surface orientations. When the haze dissipated, locations shaded

from direct solar radiation showed a brief loss in insolation intensity in re-

sponse to the reduced contribution of the diffuse component of global radiation.

Soon after noon, but varying with the vertical height, the global radiation

at the wall exceeded those values measured at perpendicUlar distances from the

wall. This condition prevailed until 1815 hours when direct sun rays were no

longer reaching any of the measurement points and diffuse radiation was again

dominant.

The influence of the wall in reflecting solar radiation is further observed

by the character of the insolation measurements away from the wall. At all
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vertical heights there were basically three insolation levels after noon: a

Maximum at the wall, a slight decrease at three feet away, and a consistent read-

ing for distances between six feet and fifteen feet away from the wall. The data

suggest that the influence of the wall in increasing global radiation did not

extend beyondaperperrlicular distance between three and six feet.

Global radiation at 1200 hours was estimated by averaging the readings for

1145 and 1215 hours, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. These values reveal

the decreasing influence of the wall as an obstruction to the receipt of direct

radiation as vertical height and perpendicular distance increase. The values for

1315 hours, which are also shown in Fig. 2, disclosg reflective influence of

the wall in increasing the insulation intensity near 411 in the afternoon.
.7 7'

Table 1 shows the langleys per hour calculated by averaging the 30 minute

readings and multiplying by 60. The total langleys received at the waif :11d at

fifteen, feat from the wall for the three vertical heights also appear in this

table, The Wall at ground level received significantly less global. radiation

than any other location, and 91 per cent of its total was received after 1200

hours. '

7.0

Following piy!:edures suggested lay List (6), calculated global radiation on

a horizontal surface at this latitude'uould be 855 langleys on May 25. The

percentage figures in Table'l show the relationship between measured values and

expected insolation on a horizontal surface. The wall at ground level received

only 45 per cent of the amount expected for a fully exposed horizontal surface.

The maximum receipt measured, the point six feet high and fifteen feet out, was

ordlr78 per cent of the expected amount.

Prediction of global radiation received on a sloping surface is difficult

due to the variable influence of diffuse radiation. Direct solar radiation

sloping- surface can be estimated, however, with the equation:

'bp s= to cos B

where I is the radiation intensity on a given slope, to is th6 solar constant,.

and B is the angle between the solar beam and the normal to the plane under

consideration 110:39).
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6 tort 1.43 1.47

3 Fist 1:39 1.44

Ground 0.77 1.37

45

1.411 1.49 1.411 1.4

1.44 1.46 1.46 1..46

1.4 1.4 1.44 1.44

WOI I 3' b'11-2' 15'

6 Fist 1.28 1.37 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.35

3 foot 1.44 1.40 1,34 1.3$ 1.34 1.34

Groind 1.42 1.40 1.36 1.36 1.3 6 1.311

Wall 3' V ' 12' 15'

Fig.2 - Global Radiation. langlegs pel minute, near a west facing wall

on May 25, 1461:Top 12noon and bottom 1315 CST.
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Table 1

Average
Vertical

CST

Hourly and Total Daily Global Pfadiation for a West Facing

Well on May 25 (ly/hr).

Ground Level . 3 Feet High 6 Feet High

Wall 15 ft. Wall 15 ft. Wall 15 ft.

0600 3.0 4.8 ;3.6 5.4 3.6 6.6

0700. 3.3 8.4.. 5.1 10.2 i 5.4 11.7

0800 5..4 14.7 ' 8.4 27.3 9.0 46.2

0900 4.8 30.3' 6.9 60.9 6.9_ 65.1

1000 6.0 ' 70.8 8.4 7.8 12.6 81.3

1100 10.2 82.8 15.0 87.0, 17.4 ' 84.9

1200 46.2 86.4 83.4 87.6 86.1 89.4
.

1300 Y 84.6 84.9 85.5 84?9 86.1 84.6

1400 75.6 75.0 76.5 12.0 77.1 71:4

1500 69.3 62.7 63.3 56.4 66.6 57.3 V'

1600 52.5 47.1 49.2 41.1, 48.6 42.0

1700 22.5 19.2 31.2 24.6 29.7 *21.4

1800 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.4 ' 9.6 7.2

1900 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 , 0.6 0.6

Total 386.7 , 590.7 439.5. 634.2 459.3 670.7

% of 45% '69% 51% 74%, ' 54% 78%

Dcpected
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Solvir4this equation for the west facing vertical wall at 1200 hours

yielded a value of 0.7 langleys per minute. The value derived by averaging the

measured insolation was 0.77 langleys per minute for the ground level eeasure-
,-

went at the wall. This,is a difference of 10 per cent and it could be account-

ed for by diffuse radiation and reflected radiation from the wall. Values

measured higher on the wall increased and indicate that the obstructing effect

of the vertical surface decreased with height at this latitude and at this

time of year.

EVALUATIal OF RESULTS

These elata suegestr that steep gradients in.insolation ricpclimate ma9' be

, confined to the immediate.vicinity of urban structures. Perpendicular grad-

ients.cbperved at the wall were not identifiable at a distance oefifteen feet

from the wall. These conditions may be a function of the height of the wall,

however, and additional testing with different structures is needed to identify

the precise nature of energy fluxes in the vicinity of perpendicular purfaces.

Measurements of insolation at different tires of the year are also needed

before generalizaflons cap be forealated*concerning energy fluxes associated

with vertical structures.ures. conditions near adjacent urban structures should

also be studied to :determine whether buildings gave overlapping zones of in-
. ;

fluence. Diffuse radiation reflected from adjacentieildir;gs might increase

insolation inputs significantly and thereby diminish the insolation differences

observed in this study uten buildings are j6ataposed.

The urban energy system is driven by insolation. The present study only

suggests the type of research needed to understand the role of this cceecaent

it urban energy flux processes. Extended periods of observation and study of

conditions-beb.k-enbuildingeare needed. The Insolation microclimate of urban
r

topography represents a crucial component in the urban energy balance, and in

our understanding of the causality of urban climate.
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THE STRUCTUPE OF CMGRAPHY:
A REVISED VERSICU

Larry K. Stephenson
University of Cincinnati '

Abstract: The initial attempt to order the spatial organizational approach'to
geography, unner the label "the structure of gewaphy," is felt to be so highly
simplified as to be of lirtuted value. Thus, a new, revised version of the struc-
ture of geography is proposed. This revised version is thought to more closely
approximate the approach of geographers. Of particular valup in the new version
is the specification of the difference between spatial pattern and structure.
The general structure of geggraphy presented is comprised of four conceptual do-
mains: 1) spatial data, 2) spatial pattern, 3) spatial structure, and 4) spatial

synthesis. ,

A definition of geography sufficiently general to be acceptable to a major-
'.

ity of geographer might be: Gexjraphy is concerned with the spatial organiza-

tion of phenomena on the earth's surface. This dtfiniLon, it can be noted, is

not focused upon a particular data Set butkrather on an approach involving the

examination of spatial distributions. Edwin Thomas, in work associated with the

High School Geography Project, has attempted to order this spatial organization-
' . .

al approach by explicitly stating what he labels a "structure of geography."
0

( 71. This structure (Fix,. 1) notes the intellectual paths from the basic

building blocks of geographic facts through spatial distributions to regions

areal associations, and spatial interaction. Scale is utilized as a variable

entity, capable of being changed at any step in the methodological progress by

the process of aggregation or subdivision of areal units.
..

It,is believed that Thomas' structure of geography, while useful toLa.deg-

ree, is too highly simplified. The revised structure of geography presented here

(Fig. 2) wes inspired by Thomas' earlier structure, and is felt to more closely

approximate the spatial organizational approach of geography. The following o

discussion, based on Figure 2, atterpts to provide a framework within which much.

of the geo4ranber's activities can be profitably viewed.

SPATIAL DATA

Initially, it is assumed that there exists a reality which is external to

the geographic observer, and that it is the spatial organization of this reality

ch is of particular interest to geographers. There are two fti.clareital ways

E ordering portions of this reality so that geographic information can be
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asseMbled. ( 5:240 ] In one, the geographic observer scans the reality, focusing

. on these topical items in which he is interested. In this way, the geographic ob.,

server acts as a filter which selects certain abstracts from reality and allows

/
these to pass through while preventing others from passing. For e%Imple, an urban

geographer interested in the oanditkelof housing in an urban areawauld, allow

information about 1 of physical deterioration, plambulg facilities, rental

-

levels, etc., to pass h hi eilter while rejecting information about the

coalition of retail s es or the average nutter of automobiles. The geograp-

her is this selective about the topical items which he wishes to examine, with

ihis selection based on hypotheses Suggested by theory. After the topical items

of supposed isportance ate filtered through the observer, they are father passed ,

through a scale ftlter which assigns items to standaridized areal units. The

screen of this scale filter is of course variable from study to study; hcwever,

-for any single study it .is ideally of the same gauge.

.

The second manner of ordering geographic infOrmation is perhaps the more

traditional one. It involves the use-of the scale filter as the initial filter- 4

ing device. This is accomplighed by setting the scale filter at the desired

level, and allowing information about that desired' level to pass through. The

geographic observer then 'acts as a segiairyvfilter, selecting those topical items

at that particular scale which he feels are worthy of fyrther consideration. This

is the general filtering piccedure,used in regional descriptions. As an examplo

of the results of scroll a filtering process, consider the recent description of the

Colorado Plateau rendered by Durrenberger. ( 4 I. ills scale filter was set at

"the Colorado Plateau;" and he originally considered a variety of available in-

formation about this area. 'Ftm formal consideration (publtation),'however. he

select 6d only certaintopiFal items, namely those reflected in his article's

subheadings.:

These two ways of ordering geographic information are' admittedly idealistic

;ben considered separately. In actual empirical research geographers oscillate

back and forth between the two. In the above example about urban housing condi-

thereseaichel initially decided upon an urban or metropolitan scale, while
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for his Colorado Plateau stady Durrenberger most likely held certain notions

about the type of inTormation.in which he was most interested. ( 6:98 -99 1.

The overall result of the above described filtering procedures is the ac-

cumulation of selected topical -areal bits of information which can be called.geo.-

graphic facts. These geographic fasts tai be defined, following Thamas[ 7:134 1

as those "facts which refer to the character of a place or the quality or guar-

tity of_s6me phenomenon which occupies a place at a given time." Once obtained,

these geographic facts owl be further ordered utilizing the concept,ofspatial

distribution, which is defined as "a set of geographic facts representing the

behavior of a particular phenomenon or characteristic of many places. [:137 J."

The'spatial distributions or, sets of geographic facts that geographers

are rest concerned with are of two distinctive types,, which arehere labeled uni-

polar and hi-polar. Uni-polar spatial distributions can be thought ot as vector

desc'riptors of a set of places: For example, an eoCnoMic ge&jrapher might be

interested in the percent of manufacturing employment by county for a particular

state,, a spatial distribution which could be considered veCtorially. tN vectot

can also describe the location of a set of places, sOch'ai for point-pattern anal-

yses.)

Bi-polar spatial distributions represent dyadic floWs between a set of

areas or nodes, and can be conceived as n by m matrices, where n is the number of

origins and m is the number of destination areas. It can thus be Seen at these

dyadic flows in matrix format replesent a type of spatial distribution since they

represent thp "behavior of a particular phenomenon.." over space (.74137.1. A

social geographer, for example, might be interested in the origins and destina-
,

tions of migrants between counties in a state, a set'of flows which could be

considered in a`, matrix context. It is also possible to view flows as ani-polar

',spatial distributiOnS, Out only if the total outflow from or in-flow to an area

is considered.' A vector could be constructed, for example, depicting thetotal

outflow of migrants from each county in a state. However, such a vector would

not describe thVdestinatienareas of these migrant outflows; for,thisbask,a

natrhx representing the bi-polar spatial distributions of migrants between
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SPATIAL PATIIIN AMID SPATIAL STFLICIURS
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A major distinction between uni-polar and bi-polar spatial distributions is

that un-polar distributions serve as input to studies of spatial pattern, while

bi-polar distributiats serve as input to studies of spatial structure. That is,

each of the two types of spatial distributions leads to a different type.of region-

alization. Uniform regions, contiguous areas harcgeneous with respect to selected

variables, ace based awn aril-polar distributions. Functional regions, =prised

of areas having more interaction with one another than with apy, other areas, are

based upon bi-polar distributions. Thus, each of the two general types of regions

reconized by geographers is associated with one of two major geographical con- -

cepis, spatial pattern or spatial structure.

The framework presented here represents a contribution to geographic method-

ology for it notes the conceptual difference between spatial pattern and spatial

structure, two terns which heretofore have been used somewhat interchangeably.

The need for a"distinction between the g....9iaphical concepts ofTspatial pattern

and spatial structure is evident when it is noted that analyses of uni-polar dis-

tributions are focused on the areal `units themselves while analyses of bi-polar

distributions are concerned with the, explicit spatial interaction between areal

units. Analytic studies of spatial pattern usually concentrate'on hypotheses

dealing with distances separating individual areal units, densities, and arrange-

ments such as dispersion or concentration, while similar investigations of spat-
,

ial stricture test hypothetical notions dealing with friction of distance, volume

and frequency of flows, and primary linkages between and among the areal units.

At least part of the difference between spatial pattern and spatial structure is,
.

then, irithe nature of the questionstasked and hypotheses tested.
.

SPATIAL SYNITIFSIS

Though considered as separate and distinct concept's:, spatial pattern and

spatial structure can be linked through the notion of spatial synthesis (see Fig.

2).' Harvey ( 6:129 ) has recently noted that "The interaction between ...' flows

and,movewt.' on the one hand and spatial pattern on the other may well emerge as
*
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focal-point for anew kind of geographic synthesis. It is argued here

that this spatial synthesis is not new, only a partidlilar operaticnalization of

it is. Two general types oe'ipatial thesis can be:Identified: 1) Informal

sinthesi.4and 2) Fermal synthesis. The first Of these is one which geographers

have traditionally used, and Involves utilizing spatial structural finding's to aid .

in understanding and explaining spatial pattern, and vicb versa. For example, the
.

uni-polar distribution of gasoline service stations in an urban area -night be

'better understood through a Consideration. of urban trafficllows. The tern in=.
o

formal spatial synthesis is used here to indicate reliance ypon logical, verbal
.

statemors and the imagination of the researcher in the synthesizing procedure.

The'Xcend type of.spatial synthesis is relatively new to geography, and

is Labeled formal spatial synthesis due to its reliance am formal statistical
. ,

and mathematical techniques. (It may have peen this type of syeOesIs to which

Harvey alluded.) To date, applications of formal spatial synthesis has been 4imut-
/ e

ed. Berrysi ( 1; 2:3; 8 ) general field theory of spatial behavior is perhaps

the most pUblicized, although there are alsoother examOesdealing with this

prohlean Berry's approach basically involves canonical ourrelatIon of an attri-
,', . ,

bate matrix (a sot of uni-polar vector's) with behaviormatrix lone of bi-(polar
, .

flows). As shown by Berry, this canonical correlapion appioach provides quanti-

tative statements of therelatioristiips,between sp.a6a1 pattern and spatial struct-

ure, thus allowing conclusions to be drawn concerning their Intetdependeme.

CONCLVS/(

The revised structure of geography discussed here is comPritbd of four
1

"'major conceptual domains: 1) spatial data, 2) spatial pattern, 3) spatial struct-

:Ire,'and 4) spatial synthesis. The first deals with the collection and ordering
_ .

,

of' spatial information to obtain geographic facts, a procedure which provides e,-
input,,Into one or the other of the second and third domains, spatial pattern and

, ""tr

spatial structure. Explanation, if defined bicady as "any satisfactorylbr

.4 ;

reasonable answer to a14hy. or :Hew' question 1, 11.44.4. is explicitly consid-
/ ,

ered in this revised structure and is represented by the fourth and last dbmain,

spatial synthesis. ?4o,attemp is rrecle)16.re, to inaorporytte all welons of goo -
g '
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graphic explanation tut rather the purpose ii to show the explanatory value of
4 .

't
..

either spatial pattern or tatial structure, given the other. /has this frame=
t:. . .

,

work considers a sequence of geographic methodology from observation to explan-

ation.,
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION CF HAMILTON COUNTY, -OHIO
PARES USERS

Leon Spitz and Wolf Roder
University of Cincinnati

Abstract: An Analysis of Areal Distribution of Hamilton County Park Us.640.
The study is concerned with the areal distribution of users of three Hamil-

ton County parks; Sharon Wbcds, Winton Woods, and Miami-Whitewater Forest.
Three hypotheses were proposed initially. The first hypothesis states that

the three parks cater to all of Hamilton. County, thatithe populatioh of the
states that park users originate chiefly from the high density areas.of the city
and towns. The third hypothesis suggests that the parks attract users mainly
from the nearby neighborhoods.

Curing one October Sunday afternoon a sample of autamibile license plate
numbers were collected from various points of each park, excluding the golf,
courses. Sample sizes were about W100 each. Residential location of Hamilton
County platA numbers were identified by checking against the listing appearing
in the Hamilton County license plate directory.

Addresses were noted and there-
after plotted on a county map. Distance was measured from the park to the placeof residence of the respective user.

HiStograms'of user distances showed that distance is a factor determining
use. It should be noted that due tp residential density differences Sharon.
Woods and Winton goods were able to draw more than 50 per-ent of the users Tram
within a five mile radius whereas Miami-rnbitewater Forest required a nine mile
radius bareet the same percent age.

Numbers of park users were =spared to the various township or county sub-
unit populations from whence they originated.

The total number of automobiles (one automobile = one user) per park was
divided by the Hamilton County population of 924,018. The resulting figure
became a guide point by which thelreans of the subunits were placed. The
subunits consisting of means above the county mean were divided into two groups.
The same was done for the group falling below that mean.

'The greater :umbers of users originate fran the subunits with means abovethat of the county. The remainder of the users originate from subunits belay
the county mean.

The resulting user pattern are by no means clear, but these conclusions can
be drawn with some certainty from the study: (1) Iheparks being used by all is
at test a weak pattern; (2) the parks being used by those from high density
areas, especially by inner city residents must be rejected; (3) the parks are
Mainly :Zed by the neighboring suburban population, thus functioning as large
neighborhood parks. This hypothesis is strengthened by the pattern of out of
county users.

The study is concerned with the areal distribution of origins of users of

three Hamilton County Parks, and the implications this distribution has for the

fir6ncing of this public service. As a service to the inhabitants of Hamilton

Countlythe Park District receives a three per mile share of the real estate and

property tax of the county. In addition, it raises revenue through a $2.00

annual car sticker or a' $.50 daily user's fee. Several years ago an attempt to

raise the tax share of the Park District was defeated by the county voters. At

the time many concerned individuals felt that this defeat was caused by lack of
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publicity for the park issue and poor voter turnout. As a result, the question

was put to the ballot only a year later with considerable effort to influence the

voting public, only to go down in defeat a second time. This paper is an attempt

to identify the users of the parks on the assumption that this nay allow same

assessment of who oughk to bear the costs. 4

Three hypotheses be proposed initially. The first states that the parks

,serve all of Hamilton County equally and that all residents are potential users of

one park or another. If true, this hypothesis would Justify equal distribution of

the coststhrcugh,taXes. The second hypothesis expects that users originate

heavily fran inner city of Cincinnati and other'high density areas otherwise*
n Yr

poorly served by park facilities. This model could be used to Justify parR.taxes

as a welfare measure for the pour and those not served by other te6dily accessible

parks. The third hypothesis considers that the City'of Cincinnati is,well provtded

with park space, and expeCts that park users originate predenanantly fran suburban

towns, many of which are otherwise poorly served by public open spaces. The

location of the county parks (Fig. 1) indicates that the third hypothesis would be

in accord with user distribution on a gravity model as

THE PARKS

Ttle three parks considered are reasonably evenly spaced across the northern

half of the county (tig. 1). In addition, the District operates a small nature

preserve and an as yet not developed park in the southwestern part of the county.

Each of the three parks contains a golf course and a man-made lake and offers

picnicking, fishing, boating and overnight camping facilities.

Clawson PI has suggested a three-fold classification of reccoational parks

based on accessibilityLdistance and attractiveness-size criteria.' He sees the

srallest parks as neighborhood parks (essentially city parks) with only local

drawing power; a Ind level park as larger with regional drawing power comparable

to State Parks; with the largest parks having a national attractiveness for users

from a wide region ( tional and large State Parks.) '

The county park in this clatsificaticn fall between the first and second

size class. In C Innati they compote with an unusually large City park :(Mt. Airy
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Forest) which is on the same order of acreage, but lacks a lake. Man-made lakes,

hs Harper (3) has shown, are necessary for recreational areas of regional attrac-

Adveness because accesss to water and a shore are perhaps the.single most versa-

tile recreational units (4). It is therefore not unexpected that the nearby

cFmpeting Ohio State Parks each have' a man-made lake as the Centers of their

attraction. For most Hamilton County users the state parks are 30 to 50 males

distant.

Provision of facilities underlines the intermediate natureaof county parks.

Golf courses and ball playing fields aim at the day and part-day user, while

provision of overnighboame grounds indicate the expectation of visitors from

further afield. While lakes and boating are more typical of -the state park,

heavy user pressure dictates restriction to rental boat facilities in the case of

these County Parks, a policy more typical of city park facilitieL

THE'DATA

The user origin data are represented by three samples of license plate lumbers

recorded from cars pared an various areas of each park. Golf course parking

areas were systematically excluded on the assumption ttat these represent a

special, most likely local and habitual sample of users. The data on two parks,

Winton Woods and Miami-Whitewater were acquired simultaneously or,a warm Sunday,,,

`afternoon in early October 1972. The Sharon htods sample was gathered the

following weekend.
X

The residential location oorresTopting to the license plate number was identi-
'

fled frorea directory (4) for Hamilton County users. These locations arc display-

in.FigUreul.

EXAMINATION CF THE DATA

Table 1 displays th proportion of users originatAN in Hamilton County.for

each park It is a tribute to the regional drawing power of the parks that

thirty to, forty per tent of user vehicles in each park originate outside of tbe,

county; although some of these may represent'recent in-migrants not y4 listed

in t1;6.directory.

a

,
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TABLE 1
USER ORIGINS

-

.

Park-

MiOmi-hhitewater

Winton Woods

Sharon WoodS

Z:Hanilban Indiana and
Area in County .:,Other Ohlo Other StabmrIttel

,Acres NO. Percent NO. Percent No. *cent No.-

1,955 59- 52
y
44 39 10 9 , 113

2,045 166 69 74 31 240

740 86 60 ,49 34 8 6 143

A composite graph for all three parks of motor vehicle frequency by distance

to residence in Hamilton County is presented in Pigure.2. This frequency

histogram Shows'thd distance effect clearly and is in conformity with a gravity

model distribution of users. Most dsers come fran near the parks with user

frequency decaying rapidly with distance. For the individual parks this reloticd-
,' , t -
ship differs..

.

While Winton and Sharon Woods draw more than fifty per cent of

their users fral; within a five mile radius, Miami- Whitewater requires a radius of

nine miles to meet this percentage. The"contrast is instructive because Winton

Woods lies in the center of the northern and northeastern expansion of the

Cincinnati suburban belt, agd Sharon.Woods lies on its edge. Miami-Whitewater

draws users heavily fran the nearby small townsof Harrison and its Indiana twin

but is separated frda the main urban complex of the county by sparsely occupied

`toridtphy.

Considerable effort',was expended to

the total populations of minor are;s,eif

and bo'compare these figuies to average
.'

The results left the'authors dissatisfied because of the small size of the

sample, giving a single user fran a small municipality a disproportionate effect.

Suffice it to indicatd that the City of Cindinnati, including the most densely

populated area, was Underrepresenteeamong park users, while nearby suburban
o

towns provided the heaviest qhare of users. A careful examination of Figure 1

calculate park users as pruPyrbions of

the county (municipalities ond townships)

users per capita of Hamilton County.

,
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coMbrned with a knowledge of the population distribution of Hamilton County will

confirm this,insight.,,

CONCLUSICNS AND IMPLICATIONS

Hamilton County parks are not equally accessible to all users in the county,.

nor do they serve predominantly the inner city or the underprivileged. The

distance effect of the gravity model is reaffirmed in that the parks serve

mainly the users originating in the surrounding suburban towns and nearby

areas outside of the county. In addition the parks exhibit some regional

drawing power in,cryetition with nearby sthte parks.

To the extent' that the suburban towns represent middle incare families,

the levy on all tax payer§ represents a'subsidy to these middle class users,

and especially to those suburban towns which have failed to provide park facili-

tieg of their own. For those able to pay, the user's fee appears to be a more'

eqUitable way of sharing the costs of the parks, In this regard then, the

voters appear to have had a clear understanding of their own financial interest

in voting down additional taxes for the parks.

A case can be made for requiring higher user's fees from out of county

residents. Charging than the same user's fees most be justified on grounds of

hospitality and reciprocity rather thadequity.
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NEW TOWNS: GREENBELT, MARYLAND THIRTY-FIVE YEARS LATER

David Brennan
Kent State University

Abstract: Greenbelt is one of three federally planned, developed and financed
-'.row towns created by the'New Deal. 4ajor features of the Greenbelt Plan are:

(1) a girdle of green space encircling the community; (2) residential cluster-
ing withing superblocks; (3) traffic separation of autos and pedestrains; and
(4) the'development of a camrercial-institutibral-recreational core.

Viability of the plan was evaluated on three bases: (1) unity whereby
specialized activities are integrated into a unit; (2) flexibility which
accommodates change; and ,(3) simplicity which promotes flexibility.

The greenbelt is an effective buffer between adjacent areas, butdoeg not
separate it from odheetoWns. The economy of the original plan remains; however,
personal social interaction has declined. Traffic separation continues, but
needs rodification. The size amid fUnction of the core have inbreased, although
structural deterioration and rcial competition have undermiried the inabil-
ity of some functions. Gr It has remained a viable community because the
planning process has attempted to maximuze the potential of the original plan.

Throughout history man hai,sought to better his living conditions. This '

search appears to arise from discontent with the present and anticipation of

providing for a better future. A manifestation of this desire is the planned

*AO
urban community in which man rearranges the landscape to satisfy his needs and

aspirations. America witnessed a number of such communities, including

New Farmony, Pullman, , and Greenbelt. This paper assesses the viabil-

ity of Greenbelt, Maryland, as a'planned community by focusing attention on land

use, commercial development, and spatial interaction within.the community.

EVALUATION AND willow

As man has beoone more urbanized, he has stught to develop cities with

spatial order. Today's plans treat the city as an entity used of many

subsystems. An Important measure of a plan's effectiveness is its viability.

This aspect of the GreenbeltFlan is evaluated on three bases: (1) unity '

or comprehensiveness whereby numerous specialized activities are integrated,

into a unit whiches part of an urban system; (2) flexibility which accommo-

dates social, economic and technological changes within an existing or planned

framework; and (3) simplicity which promotes flexibility within the original

plan and fosters perceptual clarity of the community.

Data were gathered by means of a questionnaire, personal interviews, arch-

ival sources, municipal records and housing records. A stratified random

68'
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sample without replacement based on

target sample'of ten percent of the

two visits were eliminated from the

provide qualitative interpretations.

dwelling consVruction was used to obtain a

1668 households. Those not responding after

study., Data were analykd'to find trends and

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Greenbelt is one of Tree federally planned, developed and financed new towns

createlloy the New Deal. These towns owe their existence to Rexfprd TUgwell, a

matter of President RO6sevelt's Brai/Ttust, who first ja-oposed the new town

ooncept,in 1935 In the same,year, Congress passed the Emergency Relief

Appropriations Act and the National Industrial Recovery Act (6) which enabled

the government to purChase rural land'seveh miles northeast of Washington, D.C.

for the development of Greenbelt (2). The Green Towns program was then transfer-

red to the Resettlement Administration in the Department of Agriculture. After

development, the oartntuiity was operated as a federal housing cooperative until

1953, when it was sold to the community. It has since operated as a private

cooperative. The original community represents a small and declining provuition

of the larger city of Greenbelt.

Green,Towns evaved from three planning concepts: '(1) the garden city as

designed by Ebenezer Howard (3) attempting to delineate a comprehensively planned,

10 self-containeci balanced new town surrounded by green space; (2; tlx nelabburhiced

unit plan developed by Clarence A. Perry (5) consisting of a centrally located

elementary School, scattered neighborhood parks and playgrounds, shopslocated an

the periphery, and the development of an harmonious residential environment

foster by careful architectural, traffic and service planning; and (3) the

Radburn Plan developed by Clarence S. Stein (6) and henry Wright which focused

attention on the superblook untended to detrcase the amount of land devOted to

streets, separate vicious types of traffic, provide additional space for neigh-

borhood parks, and promote social interaction.

LAND USE

, Greenbelt is situated astride a low, gently sloping crescent- shaped ridge.
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encircled by green space(Fig. 2). The intent of this open space is to establish

a non-urban buffer to separate towrs, prclvent crowding and eliminate urban sprawl.

Similarly, it it the community's identity by setting it off from surround-

ing areas. It also functions as a watershed to decreacp surface run-oft and

prevent erosion. This, in turn increases ground water storage and decreases

the potential flood hazard. Because of its proximity to 'residential areas, this

natural greenery provides an opportunity for nature study, walking, cycling

and playing. In recent years, the greenbelt has been. encroached upon by housing

and apartment developments along the Southern perinetert Greenbelt residents

have banded togethei to prevent higher density development, but they have met

with little success since the zoning and planning functions were transferred

framthe municipality to the county. Moreover, the original planned community

represents only about twalty percent of the city's 35,000 people [7].

Careful design and layout of drainageways, streets, parks and pathways

promotes advantageous residential siting, particularly in the south-central

area. Thus, the plan attempts to minimize environmental problems and maximize

the potential of the natural landscape. Two separate phases Of.construction are

clearly discernable% Cm-1119,3my of the masonry structures located in the well-

,

planned south-central portion of the community took place in 1937, while the

wood frame dwellings in the poorly conceived northern and 'peripheral areas

were occupied during 1941 (4).

Along the ridge are superblccks, each five to six tikes the size of a

;

typical block which Contain approximately 120 dwellings. Cluster development

of(row and town houses was used ill coMbination with courts to concentrate

residential development and provide additional open space for perks. Parks

with neighborhood playground equipment have been strategically located wipin

interior areas to maximize their use and minimize the 'traffic hazards. Several

playgrounds in the northern areas are situated to corners and represent a
. ----

Z,;40fety prOblem. F.concrnies of scale are gainei through residential concentra-

tion of utilities, parking, garbage bollectiess,mail delivery, Ind other

services. This scheme also reduces the space needed forOtreets and utility

O -4*
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The southern and central resi.lential areas form A semi-circle around the

coarercial-institutional-recreational core {Fig. 1). Immediately adjacent to

the corrunity's".nucleusis a high density apartment area. Zoning has restricted

non-residential development to this nuclear core. An open mall, elementary

school, library, mLnidipal building,.inoor recreational center and major
. . _ .

outdoor recreational facilities are located here. A second elementary scricol

has been built on the north side to accost date the popLilation expansion in that

area. The offices of tge housing codbpeiative and an additional service station
4

s
are situated on the southern periphery, ',..tereas churches sue dispersed through-

out the canrenity: This core area, although simple srf design and fpnction,

unifies the =amenity. "Mbrevier, the streets and pathways reflectand reinforce

this dominant function of the cart area (Fig. 1).

VehiCular separation is accomplished by mans of a system of interior path-

ways connecting tesidential areas with open spaces and the'core area. Several

arterial stibets provide direct access to the core and distribute local traffic

to and from'residential-feeder streets. '

.CCVMSPCIALDEvE:wmarr.

When Greenbelt was originally developed, it, was isolatedNfNn other shopping

areas by some distance. At this time, the. oommercial center included 3 super-
,

market, theater, dry cleaAer, gag station, pharmacy, variety store,: shoe. repair,

barber shop and hair dresser f). These functions were designed to meet the

needs of tht local population and not to secure a mote extensive market, With

tire, additional functions were ,led, including a cafe, financial institution,

recreation center, and smoke shop among others.- TedAy, the center offers fewer

goods and more services, especially those housed Iwa new professional building.

Because the shops are, few in number aril taall in size, they offer few specik-

ized goods and compete against one another by employing extensive mixed merchan-,
. .

dising'techniques. The theater offev'the h gnest order function and appears

to be declining. Tn recent years*, the cente has lost same of its initial

Oi
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advant'age of being isolAed by virtue of eXpandizig urbariizaticn, improved

r ',Ideas and increased ccppetWon. Although the bore is ample, its flexibility

s limited because of its small..self-crotained market area, inadequate expansion

apd Mbreoyer, many people expressed negative attitudes

major ccumercialexpansion. *,

A smrvioe.read provides easy one -way axe to the front of the mall for

persons running ernvibt,and oarly m4-fling truck deliveries. Additiocklp,

there is free parking available-to the rear of.the mall which also serves the

other institutional and recteational functions_lcoated nearby (F4. 1).

The Tullis arangedi po rainirniie =necessary traffic and make it convenient

fOr shoppers. The Mall ;ps innovative fo itst.ime and 'Continues to foster

a small town atmosphere by serving as an informal meeting place fof many of the '

-residnts.

Original}y.a IOW income area, today most Greenbelt families exceed an average

annual inccrru of $10,000 [7]. This would seem to provide greater Lunitercial

opportunities: however', the automobile with the help of controlled access high-
.

)m ways has detracted from mast of the increased potential. AcCessibility to the

oore area for Greenbelt reside* is generally quite good, except for persons

living on the north aide, mibst of when shop elsewhere. Persons living outside

the oktginal development find theft access to the center inhibited by the green-

belt, non-residential land uses and limited access highways. These factors

perpetuate camercial isolation, increase perceptual.clarlty and maintain Cam-

unityouniti, but dtverly limit commercial flexibility and growth.

The mall is in need of nairctenance, especially the sidewalks which are uneven

*Ow-
and the Wilding exteriors which are out-of-date and deteriorating. .itt.t.r is a

41
problem: ,Although not serious, it does give the center a poor image. Although

cycling is prohibited, many youngriiers continue to ride through Cho mall or

leave their bikes in potentially hazardous places. Thus, viability of, the mall

is reflected in part by its declining physical appearance.

SI4TIALINITTACTICt.7

The Greenbelt AA, was desig4ui to develop community cohesion by providing
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efficient internal transportation and promoting personal social interacion.

The annular street and pathway networks 'foals on the community center, vhaie

..the court arrangaAent and superblocks prccpte the physical and social bases

for developing neig

Tie street pat

hoods..

consists of two arterial roads paralleling the ridge

and ,maven connecting cross streets at 600Ao 806 foot intervals. (Fig. 1).

'this system provides flexibility and ease of movementcto the commercial-institu-

tion-Aereational core for residents located in the south-central part of the

community. On the north side, distance and more limited access inhibittiove-

ment ta the nuclear core. Moreover,. aniumber bf attenuated cul-dtik-sacs with

multiple inner, courts increase parking and traffic congestion. There appears

to be unity and flexibility in original south-central development: hoever, the

"newer" northside Mc peripheral areas are Mere,:appendages to kineommunity.

Thus, the initially simple dqsign has been pre- acted by other social and econcruo

considerations.

Initially there ties no on-street parking; hop:ever, additional parking has

been provided by extending the street right-of-ways and trimming lots. This

apparent flexibility hadflhad several effects on theecmmunity: (1) traffic

flow is slower, membered and hazardous; (2) street maintenance is more

difficult and expensive; (3) sidewalks are needed, but additional space is

lacking; (4) the principle of traffic separation has been partly discarded;

and (5) theonce pristene appearance of )be community has fried, into the past.

Flexibility has'been maintained at the expense of un.tty,a'rd simplicity.

Inn expensive, system of interior pothwaysIthra number of street under-

passes separate pedestrians from automobile traffic (Fig. 1). In the well

planned south and central areas, liathmays art better deslynedy more numerous

and solidly:construeted, while the northern and peripbral areas consist of ,a

few, poorly laid out dirt' paths'. Today the system is raptii, Ecouning obsolete

for a ntmber of reasons: (1) increased automobile usage; (2) reduced conmeroiall
A A

pedestrian traffic:. (3) poor sidewalk anb hedge main'tenancest(4) route circuity;

and(5) a decline in interior park use. As a result, the pathways are deterier-
,t

s
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atin4 structurally, becoming funorponallycbsolete and overrun by vegetation.

The community is now considering the possibility of improving the pathway system

and including it in a more extensive bikeway system. Thui, the original system

may be considered flexible without depreciating its simple, uni.fiing function.

6

in Greenbelt, the housesface the gredhspace. The interior arrangerent

,orients persons away from the street by placing the Living roans and patios on
11

the interior side; with bathrooms and kitchens, on tge'street side. This, corn-

blned with the physical and social R6i.ximity afforded by the dwelling arrange-

went and courts system, creates a potential bases for social interaction.

The original residents of Greenbelt were screen& according to income, relig-

ion, and oZ'operative 'attitudes. This 1Srought together people who were financially.

and attitudinally similar, but religiously mixed. Moreover, screening provided

a broad base of support for the meny neighborhood and community participation

programs initiated by the federal goveinut. -

The physical design and social programs in the origink Greenbelt ocomunity

provided numerous opportunities for persons to develop a variety of social

contacts. With time, many of these programs have been dropped. Similarly, socio,

eccnendc changes have ditscouraged social interaction. The small town atmosphere

wadi alp; prevailed in the community continues to decline as it is swept up in

the growing pace,of metropolitanism.

CCNCLUSIONS

Greenbelt may be considered viable on the basis of exhibiting varzingdegtee5

of ugity, simplicity and flexibilitY. The land use patterhs,Farticularly in the

soutp-central portion of the community, form a well integrated unit. The original

plan allowed for considerable flexibility; however, soKrof the original simpli-

citycity tie's been lost. The greenbelt has proven to be an effective non-urban buffer

between towns, and, although it does not completely separate it from other towns,

,it'olceSflive the community a sense of perceptual clarity and unity.

The size and function of the core area hap increased with time, meeting the

\,_501.mal,needs of the community, althcZgh exterior deteriorlatitn and commercial

porpog.itiun'tove ul4LrrinardIilability cf sono.functions. The commercial core
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`re6ins simple and unified, reflecting its small "captive" trading area.

Flexibility is limited by size and nature of the cannunity and the core area.

Flexibility of thesnrement systems have been rade at the expense of

tra fic separation angincreased safety hazards. Similarly socio- econar.tc

cfna es have reduced social interaction. Thus, the once physically and socially

cohesive carrsanity has became more ccuplex and less unified. It is readily

apparent that the northern and peripheral areas have suffered from poor plan-

ning;.while the southern and central areas have remained viable. Greenbelt has

remained a viable cannadity, althaugh, planning has shifted to the county. In'

the end, it is not whether the plan itself is viable, but rather whether

planning proceS can mAximize the viability of the plan.

4
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A NETWORK ANALYSIS

CF TEE
FCHAN FOAM OF BRITAIN

C. Rughei
. University of Cincinpati ,

Abstract: The road network built by tA!'*041.6s in their British province Was
constructed for- strategic, administrative:

and,;econanic purposes. The purpose
varied with the stage of. ckanination reached: as an area became pacified the
legions were replaced by the civil administratiai,

whidi.extended and aided to
the roads to imporve commications and trade.,' .

This per uses contemporary methods of analysis to describe and =pare
elements of the Pecan road network in Britain., Mel: of Britain remained under
-direct military rule, being boo barren to7ugpArt the urban populations of the
lowlands. The tribes of these areas were-A116 less sympathetic to Ranan rule .
and were kept under' control' by a system of forts. Those settleneAts which did
deyelop in the highlands grew up around the fots.

-'The difference in development and pettlevent is reflected bathe structure
of the road network. 'fie -roads in the soptheabt and "those in wales are cored:
The structures of the networks and the opnrigcaiity of the individual; nodes'
ate contrasted using graph theoretir.al measures And methods.

The Officially approved roads of the.Ronan,Empire were described ont.lte
'Antonine Itinerary, which detailed the rmites'acress the providoSs,-withthe
stages for changes of horde, or lodging, Clearly 16dic4ted.',There

.113416 such ,

routes in iiritain, forming a highly,efficisihtsetof
connections.thae,link allthe major towns and:tribal capitals. This route system is analyzed to'shaw bgth.

its inportance. as a major 'compenenttof the whole road network and its funcUlen-
ally sound makeup. - 4.4

This papet is an approach to a better undevitabding of contemporary road
networks by reads of a oolrparisoh,with former

systems and,aIsb indicates how
`historical -geography may be furthered by fhe

useof,suchtheoretical methofis'
as network analysis?

, ;

Thispaper is a studya tl2e netv.ork:tf Roman roads constructed in the

f: prOvince of Eiritain fitp era time'cl its cOnguast by Aulus Plautius in A6D.,1l3,

Itail the middle OE the third century.: * frequent collapse of central auth-
ority and increasing danger of taxon raids after about A.D. 250 mike it unlikely'

,that much road'oosseructiCn was Indertakeri afterthis dat..6.., 1-
. -

The use of quantitative technique$,AUhisborical
studies,is relatively

new: Pitts (19I,used network analysis yia,study of the real accessibrlity0Of

mosei,of, on the kessian rifler routes, and hedger (101MTexamined the spacing of

Bonen settlements in Britain using central place theory., The use of such

quantitatiw rethods.is important for two reasons. Firstly-,the methods them-

gelves can be testedunder conditicos'differing firm those of the present or `

the recent past. Such testing will reveal theeffecti.of exogenous variables

en the' methods and Alodels used, enabling the removal of biag. Secondly, the

Slag of more ritjorous methods wirl'pernit more information to be extracted frarZ.
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the data examined. This will permit the testing of essurptions and relation7

ships winch at present go-unguestroCled:
't.

For example, Pitts' study shows that several other towns in gussia.were
O 4

more accessible than Moscow, and yet; did not achieve the sere importance,

indicating that accessibility was not the only or the major factor at work. .

SIUDTRURFCISi ,

e

The present study examines the Roman roads of Britain with a view to showing

that within the network, which contains six thousand or more miles of road413),

oc ts can be distinguished whose properties reflect the different -purposes

for which they were built. Garrison and Marble [8] suggest that seven groups of

factors influence the final form of a road network:

r. General economic development.
2. The natural
3. The Location oreconomic activities.
4. Available.bechhologyand its,tbst'strUoture.
5. The interests and preferences of the decision makers.
6. Militaryend political influence's 1

7. Thd historfbal pattern of development.-

These factors are all of importance in the development of roads in Alitain,

hut 't.'13ust be noted,that the Romans entered a land in which the level of econcruc

development was very low, eccnania. ktivities.were mostly ubiquitous rather than
.

sporadic,. and the roads were for the most part unengineered trackways. The

' 4!f

;load builders had a tabula rasa on which to develop their roads, with Le previous

system to follow and incorporate, a feat possible to no subsequent road builders

in Britain. .,

Pur'fA various factors influencing the, form of the hetwork changed, the set- -

tlement pattern changed also. The settlements were also part of the acihinistra-

tive structure, and theg relative importance in the system may be indicate4 by

_ their accessibility On the road network.

The extent to which the network components differ from each other in terms

of connectivity, redundancy and the relationihips of the settlenents they link

will to examined, as will be the indicated relative importance of the towns in

terms of ,their accessibility.
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THE PCMAN ROAD SYSTEM

The Purpose of Roman Roads

The Roman roads in Britain are described as having been "laid out as a

carefully planned,slItem linking the centres of occupation, botliLlitary and

civil, to every neiqhbouring:centre, so as to ensure the Post rapid courainica-

tion possible" t14 :11).4 It is significant that the'major builder of roads was

the army; the =military importance of good coralmucations was fully realized

by the Romans:

The first roads constructed in BLtAin and northwest Europe were those

built in response to the military requirements of various campaigns of cOhquest.

After the native populations had been pacified to some extent the legions

could moire on, leaving the roads to the civil authorities. 'The road network

cvas then altered to suit changing needs, with some roads falling into disdse

and others being bdilt or ext

The Development of the s in Britain

when ria'utius landed at Rutupiae in A.D..43 with four legions (see Fig. 1),

the apparent ohjective was the conquest of the southeast lowlands of Britain.

This area was the richest, most productive and most civilized part of the is-

land. The dominant inhabitantil were of the same tribal group, as those Ofthe.

new Roman province of Gaul, and had annoyed Rome by aiding their relations in

their resistance. The legions needed to put a'stopto this interference were

to Fe based in BAtain, btoth to get them out of mainland Europe, where they

would disturb the illance of power, and to make sure that the extra troops

would be /paid for oat of the Yavenues of a new province.

The invasion was carried out 14' a tripartite advance b1:89 -127), after

the preliminary securing c5f a beach-heade II Augusta, led by Vespasian,

took in the south ind !kNathrst as farasi-sca numneniorum. The northwest was

secured by the XIV Gerona: starting'from the Manes; near the site of Lor;dituum,

the lineof advance passed through the site of Verulamium into the territory of

,thy Catuvellauni and on to the area around Venonae. The IX Hispania advanced

from CamuLodunum, Which had been captured by that legion, and the XX Valeria
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Victrix, which remained in camp there to control the main Belgic settlemeht. The

IX Hispania moved north to Lindum, ..tx,re a legionary fortress (castrun) was built

in the territory of the Coritani, controlling a future line of advance.

These initial advanees'of the legions gave vital structure to the road system

of Roman Britain. It is likely that oonstruetiein of the major trunk, routes pro-
. *

ceeded as the legions advanced (1:37; 13:382]. Four routes radiated from the

. vicinity of Londinium, leadin:7-toNhe later pre-eminence of the city in the

affairs of the province [20 61]

of advance of the four leg

ing the later advance of

. ThZse four routes may well represent the lines

, with the route from Cadmium to Glevun represent-

XX to *did a castrum for the consolidation of the

southwest and the containment o

The conquest of lowland Britain was

a new province for Rome. 'A deep frontier

from the Humber to the Severn.

aryl Ordovices.

id and resulted in the acquisition of

was established along al/ile

It is widely accepted that the well marked route

running from Isca Dumnoniorum to Lindum was the lateral carmunication line ber

hind this frontier (Figs. 1 and 2). The fact that this route was not of very great

importance in the later affairs of the province would seem to support its having

beers built for a specific and transitory purpose (1:41; 4:1n; 20:38].

The ccoquered area developed rapidly; by A.D. 49 t lead mines of mendhp%

were exporting (20:56], and in general trade was proceeding well. :Me towns too

were grOwing fast; in A.D. 61 when the Iceni revolted they fcxmxi.and burned the

'flourishing towns at Londinium, Verulaptium axdreamulcdunum.

The development of the lowlands led to .the rapid development of the.road

network to serve the new trade and the flaw of taxes. Hcwever, the very p ubp_r-

ity of the area led to the need for a furtper advance.

The Romans, as with subsequent occupiers of lowland Britain, found that in

order to control their possessions they had first to control the highland Britons.

Aided by the rugged terrain, the highland tribes, especially the Ordovices,

Silures and Brigantes, gave the Ramans a far more difficult task than those Of

the lowlands. The Rains decided to build a system of roads through the hills

with garrisons at serattgic points to split up the tribal areas and provide a

AB 1
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, series of bases in case punitive action should become necessary,

Under the second govenor, Ostorius Scapula, and the third, Suetonius

Paulinus, a series of attacks were made on the welsh tribes. Legionary

fortresses were established at Deva and Isca Silurum, Which remained occupied

untit& final withdrawal of the legions.

The Brigantes, the largest abd most troublesthe tribe, were the subject of

many expeditionari forces and many roads were built through their

in attempts to sulxhie then. The garrisonsdn these areas were a-

resources of tha province, although minerals extracted from the P

helped restore the balance. The other economic irloorbmwe of the area, was its

'supply of sheep and cattle. Despite the small degree'to whiccethe legionary

diet depended on moat, leither was used ingarge mounts, as was wabl.

A hew gastrin was built at Eboracum by the IX legion. The advance from

this base brought the Scottish Highlands into thesempire. The Antonine

in the lowlands, marks the real northern limit of Rome's power; but through-
.

out most bf the occupation7the practical limit of the empire was Hadrian's wall,

trondwhich'thereis little evidence pf permanent settlemeht.

The /owns and Administration

The towns of Roman Britain were largely the'result bf the Ronan

traticn, sited along the roads representing the advances of thel.legion. The

tribal territories were made into civitas or adl;tr inistirativecantons, and the

mOst,h1portant settlement within the civitas was detignated the caput: *These

settlements were the major towns of most of the province and were in many

cases the market centres for the tribes (10).

There were four other types of settlement in Raman Britain. The municipium

was the most important a14 the 'rarest; only VerulaLum is believed to have had

this status. The municipiun was self-governing and had many privileges. Slight-

ly lower in status was the colonia, a form of settlement set up for iietired

legionaries, Ao were supposed toset 1;'i'example of, loyalty and,industry to the

local pocukitiOn and provide a nucleus of trained men in on emergency.

he'castrum, although it was not really a "se lament in the same way as

. ,83 r
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the civil towns, wes usually a permanent thing, and over time, quite large civ- '

ilian settlerents grew'up around the4fortresses. The legionary forts were more

temporary, but around these too settlements grew up. The Legionary forts usually

emptied when the troop roved on, but sometimes it settleuent would remain and

grow. Such townh, together with otheri too small to obtain any othef status,

were the vici, the lowest level of the Rariarlo-British urban hierarchy.

Logdinium, despite its uncertain official status, was clearly the provincial ,

capital in fact, if not in name. .As early as A.D. 60, it was the administrative

centre, and later became the headquarters of the imperial revenue service for

Britain and legionary general headquarters. Londinium was also the rttgor wmrt_r-

cial centre and the site of Britain's chief mint.

The Components of the Flood Network

As has been indicated in previous sections, the Raman were faced with a

different problem in the ,highland areas of Britam, no and west of the Plautian

limes, than in the lowlands. The population Was s ral rather than agrit_ulttiral,

was, less orgahi.T1, more warlike and had had little or me interLst in Livi1liat4

before the,RanaXonquest. The valley bottoms we?e forested and the hilltops

either rocky or peat-covered, making the construction of a road network.rore

difficult than in the more open areas to the south.

The highland areas were subject to military rule for most of the Roman por-
o

iod, and almost all of the roads were built for theos6nquest or policing of the
to-

highlandtribes. As time progressed and the tribes became less belligerent,

trade increased but seers never to have becerne as well develc.ped as in the south-

east.

The roads of Wales have been chosen as an example of litary' network;

Wales was occupied by the,Romans rather than conquered, an4 the fortresses and

forts remained Barr' st continously. This i in contrast to the military

areas of northe Britain where, ad a result of changing policy, the forts wore

abandgned and reoccupied several times, raking it difficult bo decide which roads

and'centres.were in use atOttny given timn.
_

- 6

area dealt with here, is thabarea boarded to the nortq and west
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by the suppose0 line of the Plautian frOntier. The roads are only a selection

of those that existed; the major settlements are included and the raainjAnks

between them. Duplicate routes between centFes have beep excluded (61. Cross-

roads with no identifiable settlements hall been given identifying letters (61.

ANIMENEIMBPARY

As already mentioned Fig. 1 shows the routes of the Antonine Itinerary in

_Britain, The itinerary is a road-Look for the entire empire, giving names of

towns and the distances between them, ea:piled for travelling officials. The

administration of the empire depended on the rapid interchange of dispatches,

and to make this possible, the curses publius was invented by the Eaperor

Augustus. Relays of horses were stationed every 6-t6 males along the main

/

roads, at mutationes, while every 20-30 miles a mansio was provided for over-
.

night mgt. The roads provided with such services include all those listed

on th6 Antpnine Itinerary, although other roads are known to have had theM.

The 15 routes listed 3,n the itinerary for Britain pass through all_the,major

Settlemehts of the province, although t1Se most direct, routes are often hot

ctipsen. "The explanation erobably lies in the fact that these'rautes take

in ppo;tant towns where officials of the third century would be morIllikely

to have business. The direct routes cross less thickly inhabited country."

(13;39(221).'

the roads "oftheAntoninh itinerary may be thought of as analogous to

moderninterstateecT motorways; they are the major routes on wh4 time or

trouble can be minimised at the price of increasing the distance travelled.

'This network is composed of routes of the Antonin itinerary and other,
.

more direct, local links. The routes are shown if: Fig.. 2, and in the form of

a linkage graph 'in Fig. 3. The graph seams to be fairly well connected; the

center of the highest order is Landinium, with six iout:es tadiating from it.

'There are "four fihhtrder centtes: f
;

1) Dernovaria CantiacoruM, the caput of the Cantii and a centre for routes
to the four main channel ports. . _

2) Braughing, a faiily small settlement whose centrality is possibly
due to'h small fort built during' the early advance of the legions.
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3) Corinum Dobbuinnortrn; the caput of the Dobunni at the junction of the
major scuthest-northeist route and the Mtonine route to Wales.

4) Aruae Bulls, "the major British spa town, lying just to the north of
the Mendip marling area. .,

Mbst of tents away frdm the Antonine roads are military in

origin, anctleven,the civilian settlements are fortified, a rare thing in

Boren Britain before the third century. Segontium was a mining centre and

lioriduntrn seems to have been a pre -Adman hill fortregs. Both places may well

have been the equivalent of civitas capitals for the local tribes, who may not

have been as civilized as the Silures.

Cicuio and Deva are fourth order settlementS, and there are thirteen third

order,.nine second and five first order settlements. In general, the network

in Wales is more uniform than that of lowland Britain, with thud order centres

.predominating. There are several roads who7de presence is only suspected; if

these are inelded in the ,graph then the number of first and second order

centres drops, ,a barrier network.is ineffect created (9). Such a network is

ideally suited to thepurpose of splitting and controllinc),,an area.

' The Antonin roads are not a subset of the whole road network, however,

they were important as the framew;rk of the whole system and as an indicator of

the routes, which the.ltenareadministration thought, mast important. The

Antonin itinerary may be considered as the prktical second ur third century

solution to,a routing problem, in which the Tian settlements of Britain

were to be efficiently connected with eachother and to the rest of t4e empire.

Fifty of the more than 150 centres hared in the itinera have been

included in this analysis. These have been identified as having been settle-

meats of sore importance, rather than stages on the'cursus publius.

Londin4n, Eboracum and Linden arc fourth order nodes, Wndinium-be 0ause

0 of its situat at the meeting 4,,f rout to the chanjel. Dboracul was one.

of the three stra near which was a flourishing cclonia. Linde was also

colonial, and was fora short tire a castrisn and a,frontier settlement..

i

Thirteen settlements.are third order, four of the" civics capitals.

..iiardociumod Cat.maconlirm are large fort-vices settlonepts, while:VenFnae is
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one of the smallest settlements, but o=upies.a vital location at tie Junction

of bo important routes.

IVIWDRK ANALYSIS

Using graphs abstracted from the maps (Figs. 3'and 4), connectivity

matrices were prepared for each network. These matrices (tee (la) and (15])

Here submitted bo a network analysis program. The program calculates the

diameter of the network and raises the connectivity matrix to this power. During

this operation, the shortest path distances between the center. (nodes) are

calculated. The rows of the powered connectivity matrix and the shortest path

matritare sawed to give wh;t Pitts [19] calls the gross and nett connectivities

of the centres., These values, together with the sum of the shortest paths

and are average shortestgpath lengths, are also printed. The final output fran

the programme consists of the S and I ratios for the netWork [11], calculated

from thg shortest path matrix.

Before the connectivity values for the individual centres are consi4ered

a few simpler measures for the networks are worthy of mention.' First, the

gamma values for tl)e networks were calculted and expressed as a percentatje of

the connectivity of a carpletely connected network:

1) .Dawland Britain
2) Wales
3) The Mtonine roads

6.87% .

8.62%
4.24%

Next, the alOhaiaaues were calculated; this vollue expresses the amount of

redundancy in the network as a percentage of that of a completely connected

network:

1) Lowland Britain
2) Wales
3) The Antonine roads

2.436%
1.851%

0.443%

Fran these two values, it may be seen that the'lgelsh network.is better

connected and more efficient than that of lowland Britain. The extent to whik.h

.

this is due to the different numbers of cedes is uncertain, however, thediaMeters,

ale. That of the Mtonine road'
4,

(or longest shortest path), are the

network is fifteen.
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e.
The relative sizes of the redundancy ratios are repeated in the (nu values

(Also knbwn as the first cycicmatac, or Betti rarnberi which are the numbers

of links in excess of those needed to connect ell the nodes of the,network.

There are igienty-two such links in lowland Britain, five in the Antonin net-

work and seven in the Welsh.

Mese ratios and index nizoblzp are of 'sane use in carparing the netwcrks,

but other treasures, which involve the linkage of the entire network, are more

useful. These measures describe the size and the con4potedness of a nttwork,

enabling corrpari.sons-to be made. Two such measures; the dispersion (the stormed

shortest path lengths) and the scan path lengths, are given below for the thiee

networks:

1) Lowland Britain 4.1

2) Wales 3,557 4.2 ,

3) The Antonin° r § 15,341. 6.1

The dispersion indicates the connectedness and the size of the network,
, rt

increasing with the nubs of nodes and decreasing with the number of links.

The dispersion of the southeast network is.greater than that of the Velsh uet-

work because of thp greater number of nodes, despite the greater nigker of lirks.

The gross and net connectivities of ye,podes of each network are given-,

-in Tables 1 to 3. The order of each code is also gi:/en.-

The grosstconnectivity of the ith. node is the sun of ith. row of the

.powered connectivity matrix (111.: the row sign gives the n r of trips of length

that can be made fran the it/abode to all other nodes (where n is the diameter

of the network). This value indicates, in some way, the degree of centrality of

the node. In other words, the larger the nurter of podsible journeys, the iteater

the centrality. Within the same number of steps, (n) more of the network can be

covered fran a well connected node.

The gross connectivity value contains a great deal of duplication; this

may be excluded by using the nett connectivity, wbfph.neasures.the centrality

using the shortest path lengths. The nett connectivity cf the ith node is the

sun of tho ith row of the shortosU path matrix, and shows the minima number of

steps needed to reach all the -other nodes. -In a sense, the distance being

; 4
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Table 1:

Ranked Connectivity of i4elsb Settlements

Name Nett
--r-

Gross
-13-

Order
Gobannium -"1"

0 Cicurio, . 2 10 4

Negnis 3 16 3

Alabum 4 9 3
Bremia 5 10 3

Bravonium, 6 17 2

Pennal 7 7 2

Viroconiun Cornovior
.8 ,

7 3

Caer Gai la 4 3

Poridunum 10 ' 13 3

Mediolanum 11 1 3
Deva , 13 2 4

Burriun 13 18 3

' Pen-y-darren 14, 21 -'2
'Cardiff 15 20 3"

Nidum .17 ,19 2

Isca Silurum . 17
) '23 3

Castel Collen 18 25 1

Clyro 19 . 26 1

Tomen-y-mur 20
.1 5

3

Lavobrinta 21 22 2

' Gelligaer 22 24 .2

CanoviOM 23 3 3

Mi4dlewich
tondate,

24

25
6

8 r--
Glevun Colonia 26 27 1

Segontium 27 12 ....2-

Vbnta Silurum . 28 28 1

" Nediomanum 29 29 1

91
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Table 2
, -

Routes of the Anton Tine Itinerary

,

74+ ''
Ranked

Name 4

Connectivity

Nett: Cross-

,

Iondiniur
Verulamiun

.. &Ionia Camuloduntrn

Glevun Colonia .

LimlumColonia
Isca Silueirn

4

2

16
11

14

IT

st

19

20

29
25

9

14

Ceva
I

1 26
1

3
Etoracum. 29 4

Isca Curndniortin 49 F 50
Duhnovaria

I as.. 48'
Vesta Belgarum 24 30
Noviaregus Regenstrn 43 47 .'

Calleva Atrebattrn .7 '23

Coxinur Colk-unnorm 13 31

Yenta Silurun 32 i7

Durnovaria Cantiacorum 33 36,

Yenta Icenoium 24 34

RataeCoritanoran 6 18
Viroconium COrnoviorl6
Petuaria Parisorum

,

%

4

21 4,

7
t
16

'sari= Brigantun 32 21

Cataractonium 42 29

Bremenitrn 47 41

Blatobulgium 50 49, ',
Luguvaliun 48 44

Clanoventa 44 35
Bremetonnacur Voter-arm= 37 ' 22,
MaJTLICilIIII 27 8'

Mediolamrn 10 2

Segontitrn 32 dO
Mbridunun 21 Ii
Uidum 15 5-
Magnis 5 6' '

Bravoniun 9 15

Durobrivae II 25 . 24

Durclipons 29 -' 33 '

Atone 38 43

Aquae Sulis 30 37 .

Vindocladia 41 42 ' .1

Sorvioduraut 34 38
Clausentlum 35 39- ,

Rutupiae 90 , 45
Duhris 40 45
Durohrivae I 19 ' 32

Derventio 21 16

Verterae 45. AO
Verona° 1 "2- 12. ,
Condate la '', 1
Burritrn' a ' 13

. Spinis 12 ' 26 ,

92

Order

4

2

2

2

3

3

'4
1
2

3
-,

1

3

2
1

3

2

2

3

2

0 2 .

3

1

1

2

. 1

2

3

3

", 1

1

2

2 .

2
2

2

1

2

': 2

2 .

2 ' ' .
'1,

1 ''

2, '''N, '

Y.
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Table 3

91

Routes di Lowland 9ritain

Name 0

Ranked
Nett

Cbnnectivity
Gross Order

LondiniuM
Verulimmium

Glevum Colobla
ColoniaCamulodurarn

i
1

2

26

28

1
5

31

18

6 -%

3

Linden aolonia° 35 38 2
Isca Silurun 44 44 1

/sea Curnmiorum 43 43 1

Curnovaria 29 30 x-.3
Venta Belgarum 14 23 a
Calleva Atrebatum 4 8 4

Noviomagus Regensui 6 16
/

Durovernum Cantiacorum 30 17
gVenta Icenbrum . 39 40 1

1atae COritanorum 21 33
dr Corinum Dabbunnorum 9

,3Y

5
Venta Silurum 37 42 2
Durocornovium 16 20- 3
Spinis 9 19 3

Venonae 6 22 3
Durobrivae II 34 27 3

Durovigutum 20 11 4
Durolipons 22. 13 ,3

Braughing 4 5
Braintree 24 1.42 3

Caesaranagus 11 12 3
Durobrivae I 10 ' 15 3
Pegulbiun 42 37 2

Rutupiae 41 28 3
Dubris 41 26 '3

Lemanis 31 24 ,3
Clausedtium 23 :32 2
Vindocladia 8 10 2

'A" 36 38 3
Lindinis 34

'1.°

34"0"
14. 5 4

"C" 25 21 3
Sorviodunum 18 7 4

Aquae Sulis 12 3 5
Abonae 31 29 1'

Cunetio 15 6 4

Dorchester 17 35 2

Alchester 19 36 2

t

"D"

I,ichester
27

38
25
41

4

1

3.
1
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'measured is the 'useful' distance of the node from the rest of the network,

rather than the total number of routes possible.

The difference in these two types of measure can be seen by the different

4

rankines of the node; on the two types of connectivity.

Lowland Britain

Londinium dominates this network, having the highest nett and gross

ivity. The nett connectivity seems to be measuring centrality within tht. network;

pi

all but one of the ten highest ranking nodes are on the major routes out of

Londinium and are linked. The gross connectivity appears to to measuring Sale

sort of accessibility; in genial, the highest ranking nodes are those of the

highest order, and are not linked to each other. The lowest rankihg rkdss are

peripherpl,,except for DOrchester, Irchester and Alchester, which axe

centre but are not well conhected.

%les

This nett:ork has no strong central node. Golbanium has the highest net

centrality and Yediolanum the highest gross centrality. The highest ranking

nodes lie on the ibutes out of these two nodes, the nett connectivity is highest

in the south and the gross in the north, meeting in the east and west. As might

be expected, the lowest ranking nodes are found in the centre and at the periphcry.

The Antonine Itinerary

As With the previous network, the Antonin network 1.as no central node, and

by contrast -to th' network in the southeast, Londinium does not rank highest en

either measure, Venonae has the highest nett connectivity, and all Len nodes

ranking Rost highly cnithismeasure are linked. Condate ranks highest 011 gross

connectivity, with tie ten highest ranking nodes forming a group around:- with

three separSte nodes.' 'for bOth measures, the ten lowest ranking nudes are at the

periphery of the network. 7 .

. ".:. CONCLUSIONS

The present study has Shoyn that the Roman roads in Wales and southwest

' Britain differ,in several respects. The Welsh netwurk is better connected,

less redundant, and the average order ofsits nodes is less. The lowland network
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profitably examined by these means.

93

has more nodes, yet its diameter_is the same, thus indicating, that in one

way, its nodes are closer than those of Wales, although the dispersion is greater,

showing that the nodes are less well connected than those of Wales in another

.way. The average path length is the same, but the standard deviation isoreater

in Wales.

These differences lend to favor the suggestion that, because of the different

0
purposes for which they were built, the networkslare different A their final

form. A more detailed analsis, cast in a more formal manner, and employing

a great deal more historical and archaeological data, will be nueded before

any firm conclusions can be reached.

This analysis,has also shown that, despite the stress put on Londinium

as a major centre of conmuniCations, (13:103-108720:61hthe city does not appear

to have Lem the most imirJrtant on the Antonin network, However, the central2
position of Londinium on the network of lowland roads shows that the choice of

routes is of great importance in the apparent, status of a centre. In any future

study, the roads chosen as part of the network to be.analired must bd chosen

very'carefully on the ,,asis of their probable rtance to trade and.travel

within the province.

The analysis of the Antonine network hap shown its efficiency as a means

Of connecting the major settlements of the province. The lack of a central node

may indicate a balance achieved within a network intuaded to connect a number

of settlements, the presence of one settlement) with a very high connectivity

411 tend to decrease the overall efficiency of-the network. This lessening

of efficiency may in some wises be outweighed by the advantages gained by the .14

AP
central city (shown for example in Central Place Theory).

This study.has atttrpted to show how network analysis can be applied to
4

.

the examination of historical networks and how the results of such applications

can be useful,. The results support the idea that at least two separate subiystams

can be distinguished in the network of Boman roads in Britain, and that the

structure of these subsystems, and that of the Antonin itinerary, can be
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During the writing of the present paper, I received considerable assistance

\

from members of the Classics Department of the University of Cincinnati. Mr. R.

Palma, of the History Pepartment, read a preliminary drlift and rade qevcral

helpful moments and corrections.
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